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There has been much public debate in recent weeks on the issue of increasing motor

insurance premiums, and much intensive lobbying by the insurance companies on

this issue. This topic is the subject of an article jointly written by Aedamair Gallagher

and myself in this edition of The Bar Review. While the case has been made that

there has been a significant increase in the number and size of awards, and in legal

costs, in recent years, all is not as it seems. There has been a very modest increase

in the number of personal injuries claims notified to the Injuries Board, a very modest

increase in the size of awards made by the Injuries Board, a substantial fall in the

number of personal injuries cases commenced in the High Court and a small increase

in the number of personal injuries cases commenced in the Circuit Court (the Court

figures relate to 2014 – the most recent data available from the Courts Service). In

fact, as the Injuries Board has recently pointed out in its Annual Overview for 2015,

while the number of new claims submitted to the Board in 2015 compared with

2014 increased by 6%, this reflected “increased economic and social activity” and

was “not unexpected given there are more people at work, higher traffic volumes

and higher footfall in public areas”. The average compensation award made by the

Board in 2015 was a modest 1% increase on the average in 2014. While the total

amount awarded by the High Court in personal injury cases in 2014 was an increase

on the total amount awarded in 2013, this is generally believed to have arisen as a

result of an increase in clinical negligence claims and awards.

More significant factor

A much more significant contributory factor to the increase in motor insurance

premiums in the last 12 months may well be that adverted to by Minister Noonan

in a speech to the Dáil on April 20, 2016. Due to intense competition in the insurance

market in recent years, insurance companies focused on maintaining market share

by charging lower premiums. This was financially sustainable during reasonable

investment returns but ceased to be so with recent reversals in investment markets.

The Minister has established a working group to look into this entire area and Council

of The Bar of Ireland has written to the Minister seeking to participate in that group.

Legal Services Regulation Act
Recent comments by Isolde Goggin,

Chairperson of the Competition and

Consumer Protection Commission (CCPC,

formerly known as the Competition

Authority), attracted prominent coverage in

The Irish Times. Those comments were

surprising and in many respects uninformed.

After several years of seeking proper consultation

in relation to the Legal Services Regulation Bill,

the Minister and her officials, in the period after

June 2014, did consult with Council of The

Bar of Ireland, and did allow us to

make submissions in relation to

the Bill in its various iterations.

However, the Legal Services

Regulation Act, as ultimately enacted, implemented many of the recommendations

previously made by the CCPC in its 2006 report. We are unaware of any impediment

to the CCPC making its views known to the Minister at any stage of the legislative

process. The Bar of Ireland makes no apology for representing the interests of its

members and, more importantly, their clients, in the process leading to the

enactment of the legislation.

Legal costs
Members will have seen some coverage surrounding the recent publication of a

report by the National Competitiveness Council (NCC) entitled ‘Costs of doing

business in Ireland 2016’. Some prominence was given in the media to the NCC’s

finding that legal service prices at the end of 2015 were 5.8% higher than 2010

levels. It should, however, be noted that this finding was based on a survey to which

there were merely 16 respondents and covers solicitors’ fees only. Barristers’ fees

were not included. The publicly available material discloses very substantial decreases

in professional fees paid by State bodies to barristers in the period 2006 to 2013, of

between 26% and 50%. There have been no increases to date in such fees. The NCC

did recommend greater use of information technology and improved case

management. Those recommendations are to be welcomed but it must be

appreciated that their implementation will require significantly greater resources to

be provided to the Courts Service and the judiciary. In this context, in his recent

speech at the World Bar Conference in Edinburgh, Mr Justice Frank Clarke made

the point that the cost of running a common law court system, such as we have, is

approximately one-quarter to one-third of the cost of running a Continental/civil

law court system. That is not something which is ever adverted to when comparing

the cost of the court system in Ireland with other jurisdictions.

The World Bar Conference afforded the opportunity for heads of international Bar

associations to agree a new Edinburgh Declaration to commit to the rule of law and

to encourage support for publicly funded access to justice, reaffirming the principles

set out in the Edinburgh Declaration of 2002. Copies of the Edinburgh Declaration

2016 and of the papers delivered at the conference are available at lawlibrary.ie.

Director’s report
I urge all members to read the report of the Director, Ciara Murphy, on ‘Implementing

the Strategic Plan (January – March 2016)’. I am hopeful that the answers to many

questions members have about the work and finances of The Bar of Ireland will be

found in this report (accessible on the website and in hard copy as distributed around

the Law Library).

I am delighted to draw members’ attention to the recent establishment of a discovery

counsel database, as is described in more detail in the Young Bar column. This is an

important initiative, which I hope will have the support of the entire Bar.

David Barniville SC

Chairman, Council of the Bar of Ireland

MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIRMAN

Bigger awards are not the problem

Other factors are to blame for the rise in insurance premiums.
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Your Bar Review

Given the impetus created by our
re-launch, now seems an opportune time
to set out in detail the procedure for
submitting articles or news items to The
Bar Review.

If you have already written an article or if you have a story idea, please

send me a brief email with a synopsis of the piece and why it is of

importance to legal practitioners. I will then submit that idea at the next

meeting of the Editorial Board. The Board meets six times a year and is

particularly keen on encouraging topical articles which explore issues that

have an impact on the day-to-day practice of being a barrister. The

guidelines for articles are set out on the Law Library website under Bar

Review and it is particularly important that articles do not exceed 3,000

words.

We also have a ‘Closing Argument’ section, which offers contributors an

opportunity to ‘sound off’ about a particular legal issue, and we are

delighted to receive submissions for this column. The maximum length of

this piece is 700 words. We also feature interviews with people in the law

and items of historical interest.

I am always happy to receive or to discuss potential submissions with

colleagues and can be contacted at ebrennan@lawlibrary.ie.

News items and photographs should be submitted to rfisher@lawlibrary.ie.

The Review is for all members and I urge you to get involved.

Eilis Brennan BL,
Editor

ebrennan@lawlibrary.ie

A new future
for JILL

The first day of January 2016 was a significant date in the history of the

JILL database and marked a milestone in its development. On that day

an agreement was reached between The Bar of Ireland and Justis

Publishing to combine the JILL archive of unreported judgments with

Justis Irish Cases (JIC) to form one comprehensive, searchable database

of Irish case law.

The JILL database of unreported judgments, with content dating back

to 1931, was developed by The Bar of Ireland in the 1980s when no other

similar resource existed. The exclusive access provided to the JILL proved

advantageous for our members vis-à-vis non-members of the Bar. The

JILL began life in print, whereby copies of the unreported judgments

were compiled into what became known as the Red Volumes. In 1983 it

was decided to automate the process. As a result of a report written in

2004, it was decided to host the JILL with a commercial database

provider, Context (now Justis Publishing), to ensure that the Law Library

would continue to take advantage of improved search capabilities and

advances in technology. As legislation and case law are now universally

accessible, the competitive advantage provided by the JILL decreased. 

The JILL, however, remained the most comprehensive collection in digital

format and in order to ensure its continued development, negotiations

began with a number of parties.

An agreement was reached with Justis Publishing, a company that has

invested heavily in search technology so as to allow greater exploitation

of content. Results will no longer be exclusively text based, but vast

amounts of information will be condensed into one visual image to ensure

enhanced understanding and more focused results. Justis claims that its

new platform JustisOne “will revolutionise how lawyers analyse relevant

cases”.

The JILL and JIC will be combined on the newly developed JustisOne

platform on a commercial basis. The Bar of Ireland will maintain an

association with the product, which may result in an income stream

shared between both parties.
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The first of this year’s Advanced Advocacy courses began with a truly

international flavour on April 20. Following an advocacy conference in Belfast,

11 members of the International Advocacy Training Council arrived in Dublin

to assist with the course. Coming from Hong Kong, South Africa, England,

Australia and Malaysia, they offered a refresher course for our training faculty,

followed immediately by two hours of case analysis, led by the Irish trainers,

for participants. This year’s case was a theft case. All of the participating

barristers were between two and seven years in practice.

On the following Sunday, the course moved to the King’s Inns for a full day of

advocacy training using the same case study. Participants examined and

cross-examined various witnesses in the case, and each short performance was

videotaped and reviewed in order to improve their advocacy skills. The courses

have had extremely positive feedback, from first-year volunteers who help with

the logistics of running this event, to busy practising barristers who finally get

the chance to rehearse and discuss specific questions and why one approach

might be better than another. All of the trainers have confirmed that they learn

as much as the participants. In addition to the witness handling sessions, there

were lectures on examination-in-chief and cross-examination techniques, voice

coaching and what judges want to hear. The day ended with a relaxed, collegial

dinner in the Benchers’ Room.

It is thanks to the Advocacy Committee, trainers, participants and first-year

volunteers that it was such a fulfilling day. Particular thanks are due to Mr

Justice Tony Hunt, who gave a valuable contribution from the other side of

the bench and generously answered the multiple questions that followed from

a day of trying to assess how a judge might react to various arguments!

The next course will be at the end of the long vacation, and will be tailored to

more senior members of the Bar. Keep an eye on In Brief in July for further

details.

The Advanced Advocacy courses involve co-operation between barristers from around the world.

International advocacy

Pictured at the Advanced Advocacy course in April 2016 are members of the Advanced Advocacy faculty, along with visiting International Advocacy Training Council

trainers. Front row (from left): Michael Dillon BL; Marguerite Bolger SC; Lord Robert Walker; Dep. HCJ Audrey Campbell-Moffat SC; and, Niamh Hyland SC. Back row

(from left): David Leung SC; Barry M Ward BL; Mary Rose Gearty SC; Anna Annandale SC; Timothy Bruinders SC; Andrew Beck BL; and, David Nolan SC.
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Calcutta Run

A total of 114 members of the Bar took part

in the Calcutta Run on May 21. Runners and

walkers of all ages and fitness levels pounded

the pavements of Dublin city centre for this

fantastic event, raising money in the process

for GOAL and the Peter McVerry Trust.

Congratulations to all who took part, and

particularly to the winner on the day, Richard

Musgrave BL.

Book award
for barrister

Doireann O’Mahony BL, author of Medical Negligence and Childbirth, has

won the award for Legal Book of the Year 2016 at the AIB Private Banking

Irish Law Awards. These Awards, now in their fifth year, celebrate the

outstanding achievements and exemplary practices of leading law firms and

legal practitioners across the country. The Awards were presented at a black

tie gala dinner hosted by Miriam O’Callaghan on May 6 in Dublin.

Above: Members of the Bar getting ready for

the Calcutta Run. Right: winner Richard

Musgrave BL pictured with the trophy.



Values and
Functions of a
Referral
Advocate
launched
In 2014 the International Council for

Advocates and Barristers (ICAB)

commissioned a body of research with a view to restating and underpinning

the principles of the independent bar. This work was undertaken by three

barristers – Claire Hogan BL from Ireland, Tetyana Nesterchuk from England

and Matthew Smith from New Zealand. Following presentation and debate of

the research at the World Bar Conference in September 2014 the final version

has been published. The Bar of Ireland is pleased to present each member with

an individual copy of this excellent work, which sets out a detailed analysis of

the true meaning of an independent advocate, by reference to the existing

profession in each of the jurisdictions concerned. All members should have

received a copy of the booklet with this edition of The Bar Review.

LAW IN PRACTICE
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VAS at The Wheel

Voluntary Assistance Scheme (VAS) Co-ordinator Libby Charlton BL (right) and
Shirley Coulter, Director of Communications & Policy at The Bar of Ireland,
recently exhibited the VAS at The Wheel Annual Conference Expo in Croke Park.
This event, attended by over 400 delegates, provided an ideal opportunity to
raise awareness of the invaluable free legal advice and support provided by the
VAS to the charity and NGO sector. The exhibit was met with an overwhelmingly
positive reaction from all those in attendance.
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World Bar Conference: Edinburgh, April 14-16
The World Bar Conference 2016 was hosted by the Scottish Faculty of Advocates.

Topics varied from the values of the independent referral bar to the impact of

technology on the profession. Our Chairman, David Barniville SC, addressed

delegates on the challenges faced by the Irish Bar, and the Legal Services Regulation

Act 2015. Gráinne Larkin BL gave a well-received speech on the topic of women at

the Bar, and informed delegates about our female membership survey and pilot

mentoring scheme. Mark Mulholland QC, former Chairman of the Bar of Northern

Ireland, gave an interesting speech on standing up for the rule of law in the context

of the prosecution of the 1916 Rising volunteers. Lieutenant William Wylie KC, aware

that the accused were coming before an in camera court without legal

representation, created opportunities for the volunteers to speak in their own

defence. Wylie’s actions led to reprieves from the death sentence for many of the

accused, including one volunteer who was previously his instructing solicitor. He

was glad of this stay on the basis that the man still owed him fees!

Junior counsel from South Africa, England and Wales, and Northern Ireland

addressed the Conference on the issue of the future of the independent referral bar

from the junior point of view. Our young bar counterparts were interested in the

recent formation of our Young Bar Committee, Young Bar Hub and CPD events

focused on challenges that face junior members. Ron Paschke of the South African

Bar spoke about the risk that barristers’ work will be taken over by robots. Thankfully,

he conceded that: “Other researchers, more credibly, conclude that lawyers’ jobs

are at low risk of automation in the next 20 years”. We are hopeful that the future

of the Young Bar and the Bar in general is safe, at least for the time being...

Rachel Baldwin BL

Eve Bolster BL

Ellen O’Callaghan BL

Sean O’Quigley BL

Discovery and the Junior Bar
Discovery and document review projects remain an important source of

income for young barristers. The Young Bar Committee recently launched

a discovery counsel database on the Bar of Ireland website. The database

is being advertised to solicitors, with the aim that it will be their first port

of call in accessing the talent offered by the Young Bar.

In January, the Young Bar Committee hosted a well-attended conference

on discovery. John McLaughlin BL delivered a helpful paper providing

practical tips for young members seeking to join ediscovery projects. Sinead

Drinan BL delivered an excellent paper on the principles of privilege. Aoife

Beirne BL described the management of teams of discovery, and how to

ensure consistency in projects.

Defining the terms of engagement for discovery work is important, but is

often overlooked. The Young Bar Committee has provided a checklist of

the issues on its database page. 

Chief among these, as emphasised by Karyn Harty of McCann Fitzgerald,

is confidentiality. Other important issues to agree upon are hours per week

and the hourly rate.

Eoin Martin BL

European opportunities
On February 25, the Irish Society for European Law (ISEL), in conjunction

with the Young Bar Committee, hosted an event entitled ‘EU Law: Areas

of Interest for Junior Practitioners’. The event was chaired by the Hon. Mr

Justice Gerard Hogan, and the speakers were Noel J. Travers SC, Joanne

Finn, Partner in Eugene F. Collins, and Anne Fitzpatrick BL.

It was emphasised during this CPD event that junior practitioners should

consider whether there may be a European aspect to any case in which

they are asked to act. Young practitioners should also consider availing of

the many opportunities to work for one of the EU institutions, for example

as a référendaire or stagiaire.

The ISEL is pleased to extend its offer of a reduced rate of membership of

¤30 for those less than five years in practice until July 31, 2016.

Membership entitles one to attend all of the ISEL’s events in 2016 free of

charge. To avail of the special rate, please email youngbar@lawlibrary.ie.

Aoife Beirne BL

Young Bar Committee update

Claire Hogan BL

YOUNG BAR COMMITTEE
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The Young Bar Committee has been active lately, meeting other young bar
associations, examining how the delivery of discovery services can be improved,
and highlighting EU law opportunities for young practitioners.
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The Robert Emmet Community Development Project (RECDP) works with

families living in an underprivileged area in Dublin’s South West inner city.

It runs an afterschool club in Usher Street for a group of children aged

between eight and 11 years old. A number of members of the Bar volunteer

to assist the children with their homework and more volunteers are required

between 3.00pm and 4.00pm for one day per week.

The children are nominated by their school, St Audoen’s, as being the most

in need of the service. They are provided with a nutritious meal on arrival

at the club. Then, after homework, they partake in games and group

activities, such as cooking, artwork, drama, swimming, yoga, and even

fencing. The RECDP was previously located in the Mendicity Institution on

Island Street. Despite moving location, the club is still affectionately

referred to by the children as ‘The Mendo’. When interviewing the children

for this article, they were bursting to tell me why they love the Mendo. It

was described as “the funnest homework club”, “awesome”, and in the

words of one little girl, “not just good like my brother told me it would be,

but extra good”. On being asked about their favourite aspects of the club,

a number of the children referred to artwork, cooking (especially chocolate

chip cookies), drama, and “the dinners”. One girl mentioned that she loved

the dinners because they were “actual dinners, not just toast”. Some

children pointed out that they just do not have a person to help with

homework at home.

If you would like to take part in the Afterschool Club, or to make a donation

to the RECDP, you can send an email to info@recdp.ie.

Volunteers required for 
afterschool club

Emma Keane BL

Would you like to be involved in this fantastic initiative in Dublin’s inner city?
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Allegations
Insurance Ireland, the body representing 95% of the domestic and

international-based insurance sector in Ireland, has in recent weeks been

actively propagating the message that increasing insurance costs, particularly

motor insurance premiums, are attributable to a higher number of claims,

excessively high court awards and rising legal costs. It is claimed that costs are

“too high” and “account for more than 60% of the compensation awarded”.1

It is accepted that motor insurance premiums are rising (reportedly by between

20% and 35% in the past 12 months).2 But there is simply no foundation in

the allegations that these hikes are directly attributable to increasing numbers

of claims, increasing awards or increasing legal costs.

In late 2015, Maurice Priestley, in his capacity as the former Interim CEO of

the Personal Injuries Assessment Board (now known as the Injuries Board),

stated that the number of personal injury claims litigated in court fell in 2014,

revealing that the scale of rising insurance premiums is “at odds” with the

Board’s own data and does not demonstrate a link between insurance claims

and increased premiums.3 With only a reported 10% of claims being dealt with

through the courts, one would have to ask where the insurance industry is

getting its data.4

Of most concern is the ¤1 billion difference which has been highlighted

between the premium income of Irish insurers and published awards, revealing

serious data inconsistencies that need to be addressed. As Dorothea Dowling,

former Chairperson of the Motor Insurance Advisory Board and former

Chairperson of the Injuries Board, has said, we are simply being asked to “take

the industry’s word for it” and that is not good enough.5

With only a reported 10% of claims
being dealt with through the courts,
one would have to ask where the
insurance industry is getting its data.

The allegations and counter allegations have been much debated in the media

over the past few weeks.6 Perhaps the most interesting and measured

contribution to the debate came from Michael Noonan TD, the Minister for

Finance, in a speech to Dáil Éireann on April 20, 2016, where he referred to

various potential contributory factors to rising motor insurance premiums and

announced the establishment of a working group to look into this.

Insurance premiums 
and legal costs

David Barniville SC
Aedamair Gallagher

A closer look at the
facts contradicts
recent headlines and
points to the true
causes of insurance
premium rises.
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Financial mismanagement
The costs associated with personal injury claims are usually front and centre

when it comes to laying blame for premium hikes, but indications of poor

business acumen and financial mismanagement in the insurance sector would

suggest that there are other, more serious, factors at play.

During the period 2012-2014, the insurance sector was effectively operating

on a boom-bust model. According to the Central Bank: “A number of insurance

companies took a very optimistic view of future economic outlook, built up

unsustainable overheads and followed an imprudent pricing and underwriting

approach which resulted in companies’ business plans becoming less resilient

to downside risks such as an increase in frequency and severity of claims”.7

The spectacular demise of Quinn and Setanta made it clear that insurance

companies were competing far too aggressively and at the expense of

profitability. They simply were not charging enough, resulting in losses of

almost ¤500 million in three years – losses which inevitably fell to the

consumer.8

A policy review
In his speech to the Dáil on April 20, 2016, Minister Noonan identified a range

of possible factors which may have contributed to the increase in the cost of

motor insurance in Ireland in the past 12 months. Among the reasons noted

by the Minister are the frequency and scale of claims, the cost of claims and

the operation of the insurance market. The Minister noted an increase in the

frequency of claims over the past year, which he was advised was associated

with improving economic conditions, and also referred to an increase in the

number of large claims. Reference was also made to increases in the jurisdiction

of the Circuit Court since February 2014, which the Minister said may possibly

be leading to increased legal costs, the alleged increased engagement of

solicitors in handling of claims, and a recent decision of the High Court (upheld

on appeal by the Court of Appeal)9 on the real rate of return in a catastrophic

injury case.

The Minister referred to advice received from the Central Bank on some of

these areas, and to the advice he had received that competitive conditions in

the Irish insurance market and insurance companies’ focus on maintaining

market share had provided an impetus to lower premiums, which was

sustainable while there were positive investment returns but was no longer so

due to lower returns. Significantly, the Minister reported that he had

established a review of policy in the insurance sector in consultation with the

Central Bank and other Departments and agencies, the first phase of which is

to examine the framework for motor insurance compensation in light of the

collapse of the Setanta insurance company. This work is being conducted by a

joint working group comprising officials of the Department of Finance and the

Department of Transport. The Minister reported that the group had already

met with a number of “key stakeholders” with an interest in the insurance

compensation framework in Ireland including the European Commission, the

Irish Brokers Association, the State Claims Agency, the Central Bank, Insurance

Ireland and the Accountant of the Courts of Justice.

Council of The Bar of Ireland has welcomed the establishment of this working

group and agrees with its principal objective, which is to identify the features

of a motor insurance compensation framework that is “comprehensive,

effective, affordable and consumer focused”. It is noted that the outcome of

this work will be used as part of a wider review of policy in the insurance sector,

which will examine the factors contributing to the cost of insurance. Officials

in the Department of Finance working with the Central Bank have apparently

already met a number of stakeholders, including officials in the Department

of Jobs, Enterprise and Innovation and the Injuries Board. It is understood that

a consultation process in this area will continue over the coming months, which

will extend to other stakeholders “in due course”.

Following publication of his speech, Council of The Bar of Ireland wrote to the

Minister on April 26, 2016, informing him of its interest in contributing to the

consultation process and in providing appropriate input and assistance to the

working group. Council felt that as the body representing the overwhelming

majority of barristers in practice in the State, who work for claimants and

insurance companies in these cases, and in the interests of ensuring a full,

thorough and balanced examination into the alleged contributing factors to

the increase in the cost of motor insurance, it would be appropriate, and of

assistance, to consult with The Bar of Ireland. It is hoped that such consultation

will take place.

The costs associated with personal
injury claims are usually front and
centre when it comes to laying blame
for premium hikes, but indications of
poor business acumen and financial
mismanagement in the insurance sector
would suggest that there are other,
more serious, factors at play.

According to the Injuries Board, access to data is essential to ensuring a

comprehensive understanding of the claims environment and of the factors

impacting on premium increases. Council of The Bar of Ireland shares the view

of the Injuries Board in its recently published Annual Overview for 2015 that:

“Greater transparency and data sharing by key stakeholders is vital in ensuring

an appropriate policy response to the upward trajectory of insurance

premiums”.10 Council also agrees with the sensible comments of the recently

appointed Chief Executive of the Injuries Board, Conor O’Brien, concerning

the information gap that still exists in terms of data from the insurance

companies. In announcing the Board’s Annual Overview for 2015 on April 1,

2016, he said:

“A comprehensive understanding of the broader personal injury environment

requires the publication of data relating to cases that are settled outside of

the Board’s model. Bridging this significant information gap should be in the

best interest of all stakeholders and an important step in better understanding

any claims-related factors impacting on insurance premium increases.”

The true position
Since a fair amount of the public debate on this issue has focused on an

allegedly significant increase in the number of claims in the past 12 months

or so, and on an alleged increase in the cost of such claims, and since these

issues have featured as potential contributing factors to the increased cost of
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motor insurance, it might be helpful to refer to some of the published statistics

in these areas. The Courts Service, the Injuries Board and the Central Bank

have all recently published important material on these areas.

First, on the question of an increase in the number of claims, the Injuries Board

recently published the outcome of its Annual Overview for 2015. This showed

an increase of 6% in the number of new claims submitted to the Board in 2015

compared with 2014 (33,561 new personal injury claims in 2015 compared

with 31,576 claims in 2014). The Board noted that this “reflects increased

economic and social activity and is not unexpected given there are more people

at work, higher traffic volumes and higher footfall in public areas”. That

explanation for the fairly small increase in the number of claims mirrors the

view of the Central Bank in its “Bodily Injury Thematic Review” published in

November 2015. Noting that at that stage the insurance industry was

observing an average increase of 8.3% in the number of private motor

insurance injury claims from 2013 to 2014, the Central Bank observed that

such increases were “in line with increases in motor fuel sales and road traffic

fatalities in the same period”, reflecting higher traffic volumes year on year.

These views were also reflected in Minister Noonan’s speech on April 20, 2016.

The Courts Service Annual Report for 2014 (published in June 2015 and the

most up-to-date figures available) considered the impact of the increase in

the jurisdiction of the Circuit Court in personal injury cases from ¤38,000 to

¤60,000 with effect from February 2014. In summary, there were 7,047

personal injury actions commenced in the High Court in 2014 with 9,852 such

actions commenced in the Circuit Court. This represented a 26% decrease in

such cases commenced in the High Court and a 16% increase in the Circuit

Court, compared to 2013. While the Courts Service Annual Report for 2015 is

not due to be published until later this year, and until then the figures for 2015

will not be available, it is likely that the figures for 2015 will show an increase

in the number of Circuit Court personal injury cases commenced and probably

a decrease in the number of High Court cases commenced compared with

2014. To date, however, the publicly available material does not show anything

like the sort of explosion of claims or proceedings commenced as one might

have imagined from some of the public comment made in recent months.

A similar picture is presented from the published material available on the

number and level of awards. In its Annual Overview for 2015, the Injuries Board

noted that it made 11,734 awards for personal injury compensation and

awarded a total of ¤268.4 million in compensation in 2015 compared to 12,420

awards and ¤281.2 million awarded in 2014. Although the number of awards

and the amount awarded by the Injuries Board fell in 2015 compared with

2014, the Board stated that the reduction in awards did not reflect any change

to underlying claim volumes but was due to the timing of awards, with some

claims from 2015 running into 2016. The Board projected that by the end of

2016, the number of awards annually would average 12,000 over the

three-year period 2014-2016. No significant increase in the number of claims

is evident from these figures.

On the question of average awards by the Board, it was noted that these

remained consistent in 2015 with the previous year. The average compensation

award made by the Board in 2014 was ¤22,642 with a “modest” 1% increase

in 2015 to ¤22,878. The Courts Service Annual Report for 2014 showed that

for that year, the total amount awarded by the High Court in personal injury

cases was ¤154,915,926, with the highest amount awarded being ¤9 million.

The total awarded in 2014 by the Circuit Court in personal injuries cases was

¤13,794,354. For 2013, the total amount awarded in personal injury cases in

the High Court was ¤134,119,921 and in the Circuit Court, ¤13,243,153. It

should be noted, however, that there has been a major increase in clinical

negligence claims and awards in the past two years. These cases are primarily

heard and determined in the High Court and since they do not have an impact

on motor insurance claims, cannot be a contributing factor to the increase in

motor insurance costs. In its November 2015 Report, the Central Bank looked

at the costs of claims in private motor injury cases and noted that the average

cost for each accident year was approximately ¤23,400 for 2012 rising to

¤25,200 for 2014, being an 8% increase from 2012 to 2014. It noted that

there was some evidence of a continuation of this trend into 2015. It is hard

to see this as explaining the reported increases of up to 35% in the cost of

motor insurance premiums in the past 12 months. Doubtless, all of this will be

considered by the working group established by Minister Noonan.

The Bar of Ireland has established a
sub-committee of its Policy and Research
Working Group to continue to review this
area and to assist in its contributions to
the working group recently established
by Minister Noonan.

Damages higher in Ireland?
An argument often made by the insurance industry is that damages awarded

to injured claimants are higher in Ireland than in other jurisdictions. This, the

argument goes, means that awards in Ireland (whether by the courts or by the

Injuries Board) are higher than they ought to be and are, therefore, excessive.

The example often given is in the case of damages awarded for whiplash

injuries. It is said that such cases are often settled (by insurance companies)

for up to three times the amount for which they settle in the United Kingdom.

A number of points can be made in response to this argument.

The first is that under our system, a person who sustains genuine personal

injuries is entitled to be properly compensated for those injuries whether by

settlements entered into by insurance companies or by awards made by the

Injuries Board or by the courts. There are very few cases which are purely

whiplash injuries without other injuries and symptoms. An injured claimant is

entitled to be compensated for all of his or her injuries.

Secondly, in the case of awards made by the courts, these are made by judges

who are independent and have no vested interest in the outcome of the case.

They are independent of the insurance industry and they are independent of

claimants. They make awards based on what they assess to be fair and

appropriate compensation to reflect the level of injuries disclosed in the

evidence before them. If either side is unhappy with the level of an award,

that party may appeal. The newly established Court of Appeal has been very

active in reviewing awards of the High Court. The Court of Appeal stated in a

recent judgment: “It is important that compensation when awarded by the

Court in respect of pain and suffering should be reasonable and proportionate

in all of the circumstances”.11 The Court further stated that: “Damages awarded

for pain and suffering must be reasonable having regard to the injuries
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sustained [and] must also be proportionate to the awards commonly made to

victims in respect of injuries which are of significantly greater or lesser

import”.12 The concept of reasonableness and proportionality is inherent in

the exercise undertaken by a court in assessing the appropriate level of

damages in any case.

Thirdly, while it may be that in some cases, the level of damages awarded in

respect of particular injuries in Ireland is greater than might be awarded in

another jurisdiction, that is not so in respect of all types of claims. For example,

damages for pain and suffering in catastrophic cases is capped by our courts

at ¤450,000,13 whereas in other jurisdictions (such as Northern Ireland and

England and Wales), the general damages in equivalent cases can be higher.

It should be said that these cases involve the most seriously injured claimants

coming before the courts. In this context, it is noted that the Injuries Board is

in the process of conducting a review of its Book of Quantum, which provides

a guideline of injuries and value ranges of damages appropriate to particular

injuries. As Minister Noonan pointed out in his speech to the Dáil, the Book

of Quantum is not a recommendation for compensation levels but is rather a

reflection of the prevailing level of awards being made by the courts,

settlements entered into by insurance companies and by the State Claims

Agency, and awards made by the Injuries Board. Its purpose, therefore, is not

to lead to an increase or decrease in the level of awards, but rather to ensure

that the awards are reflective of compensation levels in these areas. Part of

the difficulty, however, is in obtaining information from insurance companies

on settlements entered into by them. It is that absence of data that led to the

Chief Executive of the Injuries Board recently calling for publication of data

relating to cases settled by insurance companies. 

The Bar of Ireland has established a sub-committee of its Policy and Research

Working Group to continue to review this area and to assist in its contributions

to the working group recently established by Minister Noonan.

Legal fees in general
According to the recent report of the National Competitiveness Council (NCC),

an economic advisory body to the Government, legal costs are 5.8% higher

than 2010 levels, having failed to “adjust downwards to the degree that might

have been expected given economic circumstances”.14 It ought to be

highlighted that the legal services data used in this analysis relate to solicitors’

fees only and are based on 16 respondents to a CSO survey.15 Professional fees

payable to barristers are not captured by the report.

Contrary to popular belief, barristers’ fees have fallen significantly. During the

period 2006-2013, published figures from the various State agencies, who are

the biggest consumers of barristers’ services, show that professional fees in

respect of barristers saw average decreases of between 26% and 50%.

Counsels’ fees represented 19% of the total budget of the Legal Aid Board in

2006, but fell to 11% in 2013. A 34% decrease in total fees paid to counsel

occurred during this period, despite increases in the number of applications

and cases handled. During the period 2008-2014, the DPP showed an average

decrease of 30% in counsel fees and, according to the Annual Reports of the

Attorney General and Chief State Solicitors Office, fees paid to counsel showed

a decrease of 45% or more during the same period.

These reductions are replicated in other areas of publicly funded work for

barristers and are mirrored in other areas of private work.

The Legal Services Regulation Act
How will the new Legal Services Regulation Act, 2015 affect the situation?

The Act will introduce a new costs regime that will ensure greater clarity of

the principles to be applied by Legal Costs Adjudicators in assessing costs. The

new system will require greater efficiency and transparency within the Office

of the Legal Costs Adjudicators, greater visibility for clients in advance in terms

of the costs of litigation, more detailed information on fee notes, a greater

obligation to update costs information as a case progresses, and a facility for

clients and opposing parties to challenge costs by means of the new

adjudication system, replacing taxation. While not necessarily an issue for those

acting on the defendant/insurer side, where scales of fees are routinely

imposed by insurance companies on their own solicitors and barristers, the

new costs regime will be important in terms of the plaintiffs’ costs.

Overall, the new system is likely to be positive and should ensure a reasonable

and proportionate means of assessing legal costs.

Whether that will please the detractors is anyone’s guess.
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AGRICULTURE
Statutory Instruments
Registration of farm partnerships
regulations 2015 – SI 247/2015

ANIMALS
Statutory Instruments
Microchipping of dogs (amendment)
regulations 2015 – SI 427/2015

ARBITRATION
Library acquisitions
Bond, G. Mediation practice: 8 cultures,
16 cases, 128 creative solutions. Paris:
International Chamber of Commerce,
2016 – N398.4

ASYLUM
Asylum, immigration and nationality
The Refugee Act 1996 – Appeal against
the decision of the Refugee Appeals
Tribunal – (Stewart J., 12/01/2016)
[2016] IEHC 12
L.A.A. (Bolivia) v Refugee Appeals
Tribunal

Articles
Arnold, S., Goncalves, C. The
international protection act 2015 and
age assessment. Irish Law Times 2016;
(34) (7): 94.

BANKING
Banking and finance
Non-payment of loan – Summary
judgment – (McDermott J.,
12/04/2016) [2016] IEHC 182
Allied Irish Bank PLC v Fahey

Banking and finance
Non-payment of loan – Summary
judgment – (McDermott J.,
12/04/2016) [2016] IEHC 183
Danske Bank v Connotes Ltd

Banking and finance
s. 57 of the Central Bank ACT 1942 –
Loss of Withdrawal of Fund –
(Noonan J., 08/04/2016) [2016]
IEHC 169
Coleman v Financial Services
Ombudsman

Banking and finance
Appointment of receiver – Validity –
Appellant seeking to invalidate the
appointment of a receiver – Whether
potential difficulty in conferring good
title on the transferees invalidates the
appointment of the receiver – Devoy
v Hamilton [1929] IR 246
distinguished (Dunne J., Charleton J.,
O’Malley J., 15/03/2016) [2016]
IESC 14
Freeman v Bank of Scotland PLC

Banking and finance
Contract – Redemption of loan –
(Haughton Robert J., 05/02/2016)
[2016] IEHC 67
Sheehan v Breccia & Ors

Banking and finance
Home loan mortgage – Fixed rate –
(Twomey J., 18/04/2016) [2016]
IEHC 199
Stowe v Financial Services
Ombudsman 

Library acquisitions
Gleeson, S., Guynn, R. Bank resolution
and crisis management: law and
practice. Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 2016 – N303

Statutory Instruments
European Union (bank recovery and
resolution) regulations 2015 – SI
289/2015
European Union (bank recovery and
resolution) resolution fund levy
regulations 2015 – SI 522/2015
Central Bank Act 1942 (section 32D)
regulations 2015 – SI 429/2015

CHARITY
Articles
Murphy, A. Faith, hope and charity. Law
Society Gazette 2016 (March): 40.

COMMERCIAL LAW
Library acquisitions
Bork, R., Mangano, R. European
cross-border insolvency law. Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2016 –
N312

COMMUNICATIONS
Statutory Instruments
Communications regulation (postal
services) amendment act 2015
(commencement order) 2015 – SI
337/2015
Communications regulation (postal
services) amendment act 2015
(commencement order) 2015 – SI
339/2015

COMPANY LAW
Company
Liquidation of company – Auction to sell
– (Barr J., 15/03/2016) [2016] IEHC
191
Fitzpatrick v Phibbs

Company
S. 150 of the Companies Act 1990 – S.
56 of the Company Law Enforcement
Act 2001 – (Keane J., 08/04/2016)
[2016] IEHC 177
Leahy v Doyle

Company
Damages & Restitution – Negligence &
Malfeasance – (Barrett J., 05/04/2016)
[2016] IEHC 161
Euro Safety and Training Services Ltd v
An Foras Áiseanna Saothair

Company
S 56 of the Company Law Enforcement
ACT, 2001 – Joint Liquidators –
(O’Connor Tony J., 11/03/2016)
[2016] IEHC 168
College Freight Ltd t/a Target Express
(in Liquidation) & Companies Acts

Corporate regulation
Disqualification order – Restriction
order – Appellant seeking a
restriction order – Whether trial
judge misdirected himself concerning
the nature of the discretion given to
him – (Kelly P., Irvine J., Hogan J.,
20/01/2016) [2016] IECA 2
Director of Corporate Enforcement v
Walsh

Insolvency
Company – Receivership – Pine
Valley Developments v The Minister
for Environment [1987] IR 23 and
Glencar Explorations Limited v Mayo
County Council (No 2) [2002] 1 IR
84 applied (Laffoy J., Dunne J.,
Charleton J., 11/03/2016) [2016]
IESC 12
McCann v Halpin

Library acquisitions
Lord, C., Brazil, L., Egan, P. Jordans
Irish company secretarial precedents
(5th ed.). Bristol: Jordan Publishing,
2016 – N261.C5
Fuller, G. Corporate borrowing law
and practice (5th ed.). Bristol:
Jordan Publishing, 2016 – N263
Whittaker, J., Machell, J. The law of
limited liability partnerships (4th
ed.). Haywards Heath: Bloomsbury
Professional, 2016 – N267
O’Donnell, J., Nicholas, J.
Examinerships (2nd ed.). Dublin:
Lonsdale Law Publishing, 2016 –
N262.6.C5

Articles
Wade, G. Recent developments in
the law of corporate governance
under the Companies Act 2014.
Commercial Law Practitioner 2016;
23 (3): 71.

Statutory Instruments
Companies Act 2014 (professional
indemnity insurance) (liquidators)
regulations 2016 – SI 127/2016
Companies act 2014 (section 580(4)
members’ voluntary winding up
report) regulations 2015 – SI
217/2015



CONSTITUTIONAL LAW
Constitutional and administrative
law
Trial – Criminal trial in absence of
accused – Brennan v Judge Desmond
Windle [2003] 2 ILRM 520 applied
(Laffoy J., Dunne J., Charleton J.,
10/02/2016) [2016] IESC 4
O’Brien v Judge Coughlan & anor 

CONSUMER LAW
Statutory Instruments
European Union (consumer
mortgage credit agreements)
regulations 2016 – SI 142/2016

COURTS
Statutory Instruments
Circuit court rules (actions for
possession, sale and well-charging
relief) 2016 – SI 171/2016
Circuit court rules (choice of court
(Hague Convention) act 2015)
2016 – SI 172/2016
District Court (amendment) rules
2016 – SI 149/2016
District Court (days and hours)
(August sittings) order 2015 – SI
328/2015
District Court districts and areas
(amendment) and variation of days
and hours (Daingean Uí Chúis)
order 2015 – SI 326/2015
District Court (districts) order 2015
– SI 327/2015
Rules of the Superior Courts
(service of documents) 2016 – SI
148/2016
Offences against the state acts
1939 to 1998 Special Criminal Court
no. 1 rules 2016 – SI 182/2016
Offences against the state acts
1939 to 1998 Special Criminal Court
no. 2 rules 2016 – SI 183/2016
Rules of the Superior Courts
(Choice of court (Hague
Convention) act 2015) 2016 – SI
161/2016
Rules of the Superior Courts
(personal insolvency) 2015 – SI
507/2015

CRIMINAL LAW
Bail
Custody – Extension of time –
Appellants seeking to be admitted to
bail – Whether the High Court was
correct to refuse bail – (Birmingham
J., Mahon J., Edwards J.,
05/04/2016) [2016] IECA 103
Doolan v Ireland

Conviction
Conspiracy to defraud – Criminal
evidence – Appellants seeking to
appeal against convictions –
Whether documents were wrongly
admitted in evidence – (Birmingham
J., Sheehan J., Edwards J.,
15/03/2016) [2016] IECA 111
DPP v O’Mahoney

Conviction
Murder – Provocation – Appellant
seeking to appeal against conviction
– Whether trial judge failed to
instruct the jury in relation to the
subjective nature of provocation –
(Birmingham J., Sheehan J.,
Edwards J., 12/04/2016) [2016]
IECA 112
DPP v Solowiow

Conviction
Points of law – Public interest –
Appellant seeking Certificate to the
effect that a Court of Criminal
Appeal decision involves points of
law of exceptional public
importance – Whether appellant
demonstrated that it was desirable
in the public interest that an appeal
therefrom should be taken to the
Supreme Court – (McKechnie J.,
22/01/2016) [2016] IECCA 2
DPP v Wilson

Conviction
Harassment – Assault –
(Birmingham J., Sheehan J., Mahon
J., 05/02/2016) [2016] IECA 28
Aliphon v DPP

Conviction
Robbery – Evidence – Appellant
seeking to appeal against conviction
and sentence – Whether trial judge
failed to properly instruct the jury as
to the weight to be given to
evidence adduced as to the
ownership of a vehicle used during
the course of a robbery – (Sheehan
J., Mahon J., Edwards J.,
03/03/2016) [2016] IECA 78
DPP v Lynch

Conviction
Sexual offences – Corroboration
warning – (Birmingham J., Sheehan
J., Mahon J., 04/03/2016) [2016]
IECA 110
DPP v R.A. (No. 1) & (No. 2)

Crime and sentencing
Criminal Justice Act, 1999 – Art. 27
of the Framework Decision –
(Twomey J., 18/03/2016) [2016]
IEHC 144
Drew v DPP

Crime and sentencing
Road traffic offences – Drink driving
– Kelly v Commissioner of An Garda
Síochána [2013] IESC 47 applied,
State [Creedon] v Criminal Injuries
Compensation Tribunal [1988] 1 IR
51 and McGonnell v The Attorney
General [2007] 1 IR 400 considered
(Hardiman J., Laffoy J.,  Dunne J.,
29/02/2016) [2016] IESC 7
Oates v District Judge Browne

Crime and sentencing
Art. 6 (1) of Council Regulation (EC)
No. 561/06 – European
Communities (Road Transport)
(Working Conditions and Road
Safety) Regulations 2008 – 
(Noonan J., 07/04/2016) [2016]
IEHC 167
Road Safety Authority v Kieran Kelly
Haulage Ltd

Murder
Retrial – Right to trial in due course
of law – (Finlay Geoghegan J.,
Hogan J., Mahon J., 20/04/2016)
[2016] IECA 114
Furlong v DPP

Sentencing
Assault – Undue leniency –
(Birmingham J., Sheehan J.,
Edwards J., 18/04/2016) [2016]
IECA 119
DPP v O’Donovan

Sentencing
Drug offences – Severity of
sentence – (Birmingham J., Sheehan
J., Edwards J., 19/04/2016) [2016]
IECA 121
DPP v Broszczack 

Library acquisitions
Walden, I. Computer crimes and
digital investigations (2nd ed.).
Oxford: Oxford University Press,
2016 – M565

Articles
Ní Ghadhra, C. The need to
re-evaluate moral panic theory in
light of the Paris terror attacks. Irish
Law Times 2016; (34) (5): 63 [part
I]; Irish Law Times 2016; (34) (6):
84 [part II].
Armstrong, F. Poverty is the root of
the ‘oldest profession’. Law Society
Gazette 2016; (April): 26.

Statutory Instruments
European Union (combating the
sexual abuse and sexual exploitation
of children and child pornography)
regulations 2015 – SI 309/2015

DAMAGES
Damages
Pain and suffering – Special damages
– Applicant seeking to appeal against
two awards of damages – Whether
the awards were excessive to the
point that they should be set aside –
(Irvine J., Hogan J., Mahon J.,
18/03/2016) [2016] IECA 93
Shannon v O’Sullivan

Damages
Personal injuries – Loss of earnings –
(Peart J., Irvine J., McDermott J.,
14/04/2016) [2016] IECA 106
Murphy v County Galway Motor Club
Ltd

Damages
Quantum meruit – Contractual liability
– Appellant seeking to discharge order
awarding damages quantum meruit in
favour of the respondent – Whether
award was made in error – Bergin v
Walsh & Ors [2015] IEHC 594
distinguished (Denham C.J.,
O’Donnell Donal J., Laffoy J.,
04/02/2016) [2016] IESC 3
Reynolds v Blanchfield 

Library acquisitions
Varuhas, J.N.E. Damages and human
rights. Oxford: Hart Publishing, 2016
– N37.1

DATA PROTECTION
Statutory Instruments
Data Protection Act 1988 (section
2B) regulations 2015 – SI 240/2015

EDUCATION
Statutory Instruments
Education act 1998 (section 53)
(prescribed public bodies)
regulations 2015 – SI 353/2015
Educational Research Centre
(establishment) order 2015 – SI
392/2015
Education (miscellaneous provisions)
act 2015 (commencement) order
2015 – SI 268/2015
Student grant (amendment) scheme
2015 – SI 323/2015

EMPLOYMENT LAW
Employment
Damages & Restitution – Breach of
contract – (Keane J., 18/03/2016)
[2016] IEHC 152
Da Silva v Rosas Construtores S.A.
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Gould, T. Frost, Y. Rubenstein, M.
Unfair dismissal: a guide to relevant
case law (34th ed.). London:
LexisNexis, 2016 – N192.24
Inverarity, D., Grace, S. International
Bar Association. Labour and
employment compliance in Ireland
(3rd ed.). London: Kluwer Law
International, 2015 – N192.C5
Rubenstein, M. Discrimination: a
guide to the relevant case law (29th
ed.). London: Michael Rubenstein
Publishing Limited, 2016 – N191.2
Honeyball, S. Honeyball and Bowers’
textbook on employment law (14th
ed.). Oxford: Oxford University Press,
2016 – N192
Bowers, J., Fodder, M., Lewis, J.
Whistleblowing: law and practice.
Oxford: Oxford University Press,
2012 – N192.29

Articles
Heery, C. Workplace bullying: a tale
of two sides and interpretations to
every story. Irish Employment Law
Journal 2016; (13) (1): 11.
Walley, P. Monitoring employee
online activity and the ECHR. Irish
Employment Law Journal 2016; (13)
(1): 4.

Statutory Instruments
Labour Relations Commission
(dissolution day) order 2015 – SI
413/2015
National minimum wage (Low Pay
Commission) act 2015 (section 20)
(commencement) (no. 2) order 2015
– SI 411/2015
Workplace relations act 2015
(establishment day) order 2015 – SI
412/2015
Workplace relations act 2015 (fixed
payment notice) regulations 2015 –
SI 419/2015
Safety, health and welfare at work
act 2005 (repeals) (commencement)
order 2015 – SI 519/2015
Safety, health and welfare at work
(docks) (revocation) regulations
2015 – SI 521/2015

ENVIRONMENT
Articles
O’Sullivan, K. Low-flying drones and
ownership of airspace in Ireland.
Conveyancing and Property Law
Journal 2016; (21) (1); 7.

Statutory Instruments
Industrial relations act 1976 (section
8) order 2015 – SI 385/2015
Industrial relations (amendment) act
2015 (commencement) order 2015 –
SI 329/2015

Environment (miscellaneous
provisions) act 2015
(commencement) (no. 2) order 2015
– SI 428/2015

EUROPEAN UNION
Library acquisitions
Ineli-Ciger, M. Singer, S., Stoyanova,
V., Bauloz, V. Seeking asylum in the
European Union: selected protection
issues raised by the second phase of
the common European asylum
system. The Netherlands: Martinus
Nijhoff Publishers, 2015 – C206.E95
Barents, R., Breese, H.E. Remedies
and procedures before the EU courts.
The Netherlands: Kluwer Law
International, 2016 – W86

FAMILY LAW
Child care
S. 20 of the Child Care Act 1991 –
Limited access to children –
(Humphreys J., 18/03/2016) [2016]
IEHC 157
C.J. v Judge Seamus Hughes

Library acquisitions
George, R., Judd, F., Garrido, D.
Relocation: a practical guide (2nd
ed.). Bristol: Jordan Publishing, 2015
– N173.8

Articles
O’Sullivan, K., Dr. Ancillary relief and
private ordering: the vulnerability of
financially weaker spouses. Irish Journal
of Family Law 2016; (19) (1): 3.
Ordinaire, L. Which of you is my
mother? Birth registration issues in
Ireland and the need for
well-designed surrogacy regulation.
Irish Journal of Family Law 2016;
(19) (1): 7.
Roche, L. Legal guardian. Law
Society Gazette 2016 (April): 46.

Statutory Instruments
Children and family relationships act
2015 (part 10) (commencement)
order 2015 – SI 263/2015

FINANCE
Statutory Instruments
Central Bank (supervision and
enforcement) act 2013 (section
48(1)) (undertakings for collective
investment in transferable securities)
regulations 2015 – SI 420/2015
European Union (credit institutions:
financial statements) regulations
2015 – SI 266/2015
European Union (insurance
undertakings: financial statements)
regulations 2015 – SI 262/2015

European Union (undertakings for
collective investment in transferable
securities) (amendment) regulations
2016 – SI 143/2016
European Union (deposit guarantee
schemes) regulations 2015 – SI
516/2015

FREEDOM OF
INFORMATION

Library acquisitions
Macdonald, J., Crail, R. Macdonald
on the law of freedom of information
(3rd ed.). Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 2016 – M209.16

GARDA SÍOCHÁNA
Statutory Instruments
Garda Síochána (promotion)
(amendment) regulations 2015 – SI
334/2015
Garda Síochána (discipline)
(amendment) regulations 2015 – SI
503/2015
Garda Síochána (discipline)
(amendment) regulations 2015 – SI
503/2015

HEALTH
Health
Dentistry – Contract with Health
Service Executive – UPM Kymmene
Corporation v BWG Limited [1999]
IEHC 178 applied (Hardiman J.,
MacMenamin J., Dunne J., Charleton
J., O’Malley J., 03/03/2016) [2016]
IESC 8
Reid v Health Service Executive

HUMAN RIGHTS
Articles
Leonard, D. Damages for unlawful
judicial jailing. Bar Review 2016; (21)
(2): 59.
Moore, T. Israel: a modern day
apartheid? Irish Law Times 2016;
(34) (5): 67.

IMMIGRATION
Library acquisitions
Heinemann, T., Helen, I., Lemke, T.,
Naue, U., Weiss, M.G. Suspect
families: DNA analysis, family
reunification and immigration
policies. London: Routledge, 2015 –
C199

Statutory Instruments
Immigration act 2004 (visas)
(amendment) (no. 2) order 2015 – SI
513/2015

INSURANCE
Library acquisitions
Birds, J. Birds’ modern insurance law
(10th ed.). London: Sweet &
Maxwell, 2016 – N290

Articles
Gilhooly, S. They think it’s all over...
Law Society Gazette 2016 (April): 28.

INTERNATIONAL LAW
Articles
Shittu, A., Power, S. Corporate
exploitation of hydrocarbons in the
occupied Saharan Arab Democratic
Republic. Irish Law Times 2016; (34)
(7): 99 [part I]

INTERNET
Articles
Shannon, G. Cyberbullying –  the
new child protection frontier Law
Society Gazette 2016 (April): 24.

JUDICIAL REVIEW
Judicial Review
Tax Fraud – Whether Prosecution
Should Continue in Circuit Criminal
Court – (Noonan J., 23/02/2016)
[2016] IEHC 92
Lowry v DPP 

Library acquisitions
Manning, J., Salmon, S., Brown, R.
Judicial review proceedings: a
practitioner’s guide (3rd ed.).
London: Legal Action Group, 2013 –
M306

JURISPRUDENCE
Articles
Keating, A. Socio-legal theory. Irish
Law Times 2016; (34) (6): 80.

LANDLORD AND
TENANT

Landlord and tenant
S. 123 (3) of the Residential
Tenancies Act, 2004 – Part 4 Tenancy
– (Baker J., 05/04/2016) [2016]
IEHC 174
Hennessy v PRTB

Library acquisitions
Warwick, M. Trompeter, N. Break
clauses (2nd ed.). Bristol: Jordan
Publishing, 2016 – N92

Articles
Dwyer, D. A pro-tenant shift in the
balance of unreasonable withholding
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of consent to assignment – Perfect
Pies v Chupn Ltd. Conveyancing and
Property Law Journal 2016; (21) (1):
12.
Cassidy, U., Ring, J. Controlling the
market. Bar Review 2016; (21) (2):
62.

Statutory Instruments
Residential tenancies act 2004
(prescribed form) regulations 2016 –
SI 150/2016
Residential tenancies Act 2004
(prescribed form) regulations 2015 –
SI 257/2015
Residential tenancies (amendment)
act 2015 (commencement of certain
provisions) (no. 2) order 2016 – SI
151/2016

LEGAL HISTORY
Articles
McGuiggan, J. The battle of the Four
Courts, 1916. Bar Review 2016; (21)
(2): 66.
Roche, L., The quiet man. Law
Society Gazette 2016 (April): 31.

LEGAL PROFESSION
Articles
Carter, L. Don’t you forget about me.
Law Society Gazette 2016 (April): 38.
Elliot, J. O brave new world. Law
Society Gazette 2016 (April): 42.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT
Statutory Instruments
Local government (financial and
audit procedures) (amendment)
regulations 2015 – SI 363/2015

MEDICAL LAW
Medical practitioner
Registration – Judicial review –
Lough Swilly Shellfish Growers
Co-Operative Society Ltd v Bradley
[2013] 1 IR 227 applied (Denham
C.J., Clarke J., O’Malley J.,
07/03/2016) [2016] IESC 10
Khashaba v Medical Council of
Ireland

Library acquisitions
Mason, J.K., Laurie, G.T., Harmon,
S.H.E. Mason and McCall Smith’s law
and medical ethics (10th ed.).
Oxford: Oxford University Press,
2016 – M608

NEGLIGENCE
Negligence
Breach of duty – Damages –
Plaintiffs seeking damages –

Whether defendants were negligent
– (Ryan P., Irvine J., Hogan J.,
25/01/2016) [2016] IECA 12
Emerald Isle Assurances and
Investments Ltd v Dorgan

Negligence
Liability – Legitimate expectation –
Glencar Exploration plc v Mayo
County Council (No.2) [2002] 1 IR
84 considered (Clarke J.,
MacMenamin J., Laffoy J., Dunne J.,
Charleton J., 22/02/2016) [2016]
IESC 6
Cromane Foods Ltd v Minister for
Agriculture

Negligence
Unjust enrichment – Constructive
trust – Appellant seeking a claim for
unjust enrichment – Whether
appellant’s claims should be struck
out – (Ryan P., Peart J., Hogan J.,
28/01/2016) [2016] IECA 5

PENSIONS
Articles
McDermott, D. Recent developments
in pensions law. Commercial Law
Practitioner 2016; 23 (3): 63.

Statutory Instruments
Occupational pension schemes
(revaluation) regulations 2016 – SI
152/2016
Occupational pension schemes
(revaluation) regulations 2016 – SI
155/2016

PERSONAL INJURIES 
Articles
Moloney, L. Crash test dummies. Law
Society Gazette 2016 (April): 35.

PERSONAL
INSOLVENCY
& BANKRUPTCY
Bankruptcy
Practice & Procedures – O. 40, r. 1 of
the Rules of the Superior Courts –
(Costello J., 19/02/2016) [2016]
IEHC 96
Lehane v Dunne

Bankruptcy
S. 61 (7) of the Bankruptcy Act 1988
– Filing of statement of affairs –
(Costello J., 18/01/2016) [2016]
IEHC 10
O’Donnell v Governor and Company
of the Bank of Ireland

Bankruptcy
The Personal Insolvency Acts
2012-2015 – Practice & Procedures
– (Baker J., 10/03/2016) [2016]
IEHC 127
Nugent [the Debtor]

Statutory Instruments
Personal insolvency act 2012
(written statement disclosing all of
the debtor’s financial affairs)
regulations 2015 – SI 416/2015

PLANNING &
ENVIRONMENTAL
LAW
Local development
Planning and Development – S. 50 of
the Planning and The Navan
Development Plan 2009 –
(McGovern J., 12/04/2016) [2016]
IEHC 181
Navan Co-Ownership v An Bord
Pleanála

Planning and development
Building contract – Dismissal of
proceedings – Jodifern Ltd v
Fitzgerald [2000] 3 IR 321
considered (Clarke J., Dunne J.,
O’Malley J., 04/03/2016) [2016]
IESC 9
Moylist Construction Ltd v Doheny

Planning permission
Environmental protection –
Conditions – Appellant seeking to
stop development and the
restoration of the lands affected –
Whether the appeal was moot –
Conroy v Craddock [2007 IEHC 336]
applied (Laffoy J., Dunne J.,
Charleton J., 03/02/2016) [2016]
IESC 2
Sweetman v Shell E&P Ireland Ltd

Statutory Instruments
Planning and development
(amendment) (no. 2) regulations
2015 – SI 310/2015
Planning and development
(amendment) (no. 3) regulations
2015 – SI 387/2015
Planning and development
(amendment) regulations 2015 – SI
264/2015
Urban regeneration and housing act
2015 (commencement) order 2015 –
SI 364/2015
Urban regeneration and housing act
2015 (commencement) order 2015 –
SI 364/2015

PRACTICE AND
PROCEDURE
Civil proceedings
Motion for judgment in default of
defence – Motion to amend Statement
of Claim – Appellant seeking motions
for judgment in default of defence and
to amend Statement of Claim –
Whether the decisions of the High
Court were unimpeachable –
Woodhouse v Consignia plc [2002] 1
WLR 2258 applied (O’Donnell Donal J.,
Clarke J., Dunne J., 28/01/2016)
[2016] IESC 1
Rooney v Minister for Agriculture

Delay
Lack of candour – Judicial review –
Appellant seeking Declarations –
Whether respondents could establish
such delay as would disentitle the
appellant to the reliefs claimed –
Finnerty v Western Health Board
[1998] IEHC 143 applied (McKechnie
J., Clarke J., Dunne J., 16/03/2016)
[2016] IESC 15
Sfar v Revenue Commissioners

Practice and procedure
O.34 of the Rules of the Superior
Courts – Third-party litigation
funding – (Donnelly J., 20/04/2016)
[2016] IEHC 187
Persona Digital Telephony Ltd v
Minister for Public Enterprise

Practice and procedure
Want of prosecution – Inordinate and
inexcusable delay – Primor Plc v
Stokes Kennedy Crowley [1996] 2 IR
459 applied (MacMenamin J., Laffoy
J., O’Malley J., 17/02/2016) [2016]
IESC 5
McGarry v Minister for Defence

Prima facie entitlement
Compensation – Legitimate
expectation – Mount Kennett
Investment Co v O’Meara & Ors
[2012] IEHC 167 considered
(McKechnie J., Laffoy J., Dunne J.,
16/03/2016) [2016] IESC 13
Lett & Co. v Wexford Borough
Council

Substituted service
Conditional appearance – Extension
of time – Applicant seeking
extension of time to appeal High
Court orders – Whether applicant
demonstrated any arguable grounds
upon which he might appeal the
orders – (Finlay Geoghegan J., Irvine
J., Hogan J., 18/02/2016) [2016]
IECA 99
Danske Bank A/S Danske Bank v
Kirwan
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Substitution
Jurisdiction – Error in law – (Irvine J.,
Sheehan J., Costello J.,
11/04/2016) [2016] IECA 104
Stapleford Finance Ltd (as
substituted) v Lavelle

Terms of settlement
Breach of Undertakings –
Attachment and Committal Order –
(Ryan P., Peart J., Irvine J.,
15/01/2016) [2016] IECA 9
Egan v Byrne

Warrants
Mootness – Point of law – Appellant
seeking to appeal against part of a
High Court decision – Whether the
Court of Appeal should exceptionally
hear the appeal – (Finlay Geoghegan
J., Hogan J., Mahon J.,
14/03/2016) [2016] IECA 108
Kovacs v Governor of Mountjoy
Women’s Prison

Library acquisitions
Jackson, The Right Honourable Lord
Justice. Civil Procedure 2016 (2016
ed.). London: Sweet & Maxwell,
2016 – N361

Articles
McParland, D. Ask and you will
receive? Bar Review 2016; (21) (2):
54.

PROBATE 
Wills and probate
Bequests – Subjective meaning –
Appellant seeking to appeal against
the construction of a bequest –
Whether respondent established that
he subjectively required the plot for
the purpose of using same as a
garden – (Finlay Geoghegan J.,
14/04/2016) [2016] IECA 107
Mullen Junior v Mullen 

Articles
Keating, A. The revival of wills by
codicil. Conveyancing and Property
Law Journal 2016; (21) (1): 2.

PUBLIC
PROCUREMENT

Library acquisitions
Davey, J. Falle, J. The government
procurement review (2nd ed.).
London: Law Business Review, 2014
– W109.6

REVENUE
Revenue
Tribunal of Inquiry (Evidence)

(Amendment) Act 1979 – Ethics in
Public Office Act, 1995 – (Hedigan
J., 27/01/2016) [2016] IEHC 29
Lowry v Mr Justice Moriarty

Statutory Instruments
Betting duty and betting
intermediary duty regulations 2015 –
SI 341/2015
Vehicle registration and taxation
(amendment) regulations 2015 – SI
496/2015
Financial accounts reporting (United
States of America) (amendment)
regulations 2015 – SI 501/2015

ROAD TRAFFIC
Statutory Instruments
Road traffic (fixed charge offences
— tyres) regulations 2016 – SI
167/2016

SOCIAL PROTECTION
Domiciliary care allowance
Fixed policy positions – Medical
assessments – (Irvine J., Hogan J.,
McDermott J., 20/04/2016) [2016]
IECA 116
C.S.B v Minister for Social Protection 

Statutory Instruments
Civil registration (gender
recognition) (abridged certificate)
regulations 2015 – SI 378/2015
Civil registration (gender
recognition) (fees) regulations 2015
– SI 377/2015
Gender recognition act 2015
(commencement) order 2015 – SI
369/2015
Gender recognition (forms of
application) regulations 2015 – SI
373/2015
Civil registration (births, death,
marriages and civil partnerships)
(fees) regulations 2015 – SI
502/2015

TAXATION
Articles
Williams, A., Hawkins, J. Capital
gains in a non-resident trust: how
they can be taxable in Ireland. Irish
Tax Review 2016; (1): 105.
Finn, R. Country-by-country
reporting: the Irish perspective. Irish
Tax Review 2016; (1): 56.
Maguire, T. Finance act 2015 and
anti-avoidance: the process
continues... Irish Tax Review 2016;
(1): 72.
Smith, C. Connor, M. Finance act
2015: key corporate tax measures.
Irish Tax Review 2016; (1): 66.
O’Loughlin, J., Hawkins, J. Global

trade and customs: recent
developments and the outlook for
2016. Irish Tax Review 2016; (1): 90.
Flanagan, D. Knowledge
development box: best in class? Irish
Tax Review 2016; (1): 61.
Jordan, E. Petroleum production tax.
Irish Tax Review 2016; (1): 99.
Lynch, L. Revised entrepreneur relief:
s35 Finance Act 2015. Irish Tax
Review 2016; (1): 83.
Cullen, S. Some frequent pension
queries answered. Irish Tax Review
2016; (1): 110.
Coughlan, K. Succession farm
partnerships. Irish Tax Review 2016;
(1): 115.
Garavan, C. Taxation in 1916: then
and now. Irish Tax Review 2016; (1):
52.
Doyle, E. Tax consequences of
receivership and mortgagee in
possession. Irish Tax Review 2016;
(1): 94.
Walsh, A. Uncertainty for
“non-doms” resident in the UK. Irish
Tax Review 2016; (1): 119.

Statutory Instruments
Finance (tax appeals) act 2015
(commencement) order 2016 – SI
110/2016
Finance (tax appeals) act 2015
(establishment day) order 2016 – SI
111/2016
Taxes Consolidation Act 1997
(accelerated capital allowances for
energy efficient equipment)
(amendment) (no. 1) order 2015 – SI
254/2015

TORT
Tort
Damages & Restitution – Assault &
Battery – (Barrett J., 15/01/2016)
[2016] IEHC 19
Doran v Bus Eireann-Irish Bus

Tort
Damages & Restitution – Road traffic
accident – (Fullam J., 03/03/2016)
[2016] IEHC 149
Doyle v Lyons

Tort
Damages and Restitution –
Misfeasance – (McDermott J.,
16/03/2016) [2016] IEHC 138
O’Brien v Revenue Commissioners

TRANSPORT
Library acquisitions
Gault, S. Hazelwood, S.J.,
Tettenborn, A. Marsden and Gault
collisions at sea (14th ed.). London:
Sweet & Maxwell, 2016 – N333.1

TRIBUNAL OF
INQUIRY
Library acquisitions
Jacobs, E. Tribunal practice and procedure:
tribunals under the tribunals, courts and
enforcement act 2007 (3rd ed.). London:
Legal Action Group, 2014 – N398.1

TRUSTS
Library acquisitions
Hayton, D.J., Matthews, P., Mitchell, C.
Underhill and Hayton law relating to trusts
and trustees (19th ed.). London:
LexisNexis, 2016 – N210

WARDS OF COURT
Library acquisitions
Johns, R. Capacity and autonomy.
London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2014 –
N176.Z43

Articles
Butler, K. In what capacity? Law Society
Gazette 2016 (March): 44.

WATER
Statutory Instruments
Water services act 2014 (public water
forum) (amendment) regulations 2015 –
SI 405/2015
Water Services act 2014 (public water
forum) regulations 2015 – SI 234/2015
Water services act 2014 (water
conservation grant) regulations 2015 – SI
275/2015
Water services (no. 2) act 2013 (property
vesting day) (no. 5) order 2015 – SI
181/2015
Water services (no. 2) act 2013 (property
vesting day) (no. 6) order 2015 – SI
319/2015
Water services (no. 2) act 2013 (property
vesting day) (no. 8) order 2015 – SI
509/2015

No Bills initiated in Dáil Éireann during
the period 
March 17, 2016, to May 4, 2016

No Bills initiated in Seanad Éireann
during the period 
March 17, 2016, to May 4, 2016

No Bills amended during the period
March 17, 2016, to May 4, 2016

For up-to-date information please
check the following websites:
Bills & Legislation –
http://www.oireachtas.ie/parliament/

Government Legislation Programme
updated 22nd September 2015 –
http://www.taoiseach.gov.ie/eng/Taoise
ach_and_Government/Government_Legi
slation_Programme/
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In a career that began at the Bar in Dublin, and progressed through the posts of

Attorney General and European Commissioner, to GATT and the World Trade

Organisation, and on to BP and Goldman Sachs (see panel), Peter Sutherland

has worked at the highest levels of government, business and international

diplomacy. It’s perhaps no surprise then, that when then United Nations (UN)

Secretary General Kofi Annan was looking for someone to take on the role of

Special Representative for Migration and Development in 2005, he turned to

the man for whom European and global integration has been a personal crusade.

In what he refers to as “a co-ordinating role”, Peter works with the myriad

agencies involved to try to formulate coherent and cohesive policies in this

complex area.

“Under the instructions of the Secretary General, I helped to co-ordinate with

the Global Migration Group, made up of all of these agencies. I also set up the

Global Forum on Migration and Development, which meets regularly during the

year to try and co-ordinate policy, as well as holding a major five-day session

annually, in which up to 150 countries participate.”

This is a pro bono role, in which Peter is supported by a small team working out

of London, New York and Geneva. Further cementing his commitment to this

area, he is also on the advisory board of the International Organisation of

Migration (IOM), and is President of the International Catholic Migration

Commission (ICMC), one of the bigger NGOs working on the ground in this area.

The thorny question of how to alleviate
the current crisis, while formulating
policies on migration for the longer
term, is currently exercising the most
influential minds in Europe. For Peter,
the answers lie in the law – both
existing and long-established statutes,
and the need for new legislation and
agreements.

Crisis of our generation
The current refugee crisis, which has seen millions of people fleeing conflict

in Africa and the Middle East, and has been referred to as the defining crisis

of this generation, on a scale with the aftermath of the Second World War,

naturally dominates Peter’s work. His role is also very much concerned with

how countries and communities deal with these issues in the long term,

particularly the issue of economic migrants.

Always a
barrister
Peter Sutherland spoke to The Bar Review
about migration, European integration, the
vital role of the law in decision-making on
these issues, and the influence of the Bar
on his career.

Ann-Marie Hardiman
Journalist and sub-editor at Think Media Ltd
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“The overwhelming majority of migrants are economic migrants and economic

migrants seem to be defined (there’s no official definition) as ‘everybody who

isn’t a refugee’. Many economic migrants are ‘survival migrants’, who we would

consider to be refugees from natural disasters, for example. They don’t have

the rights which are given to refugees under the 1951 Convention, who are

entitled to claim asylum.”

Having been involved in this area for over a decade now, was he shocked by

the scale of the current crisis, or did he feel that it was inevitable?

“Everybody instinctively knows that the huge disparities in wealth in different

regions – poverty, natural disaster and climate change – were all going to drive

huge movements of people. It became obvious to me when I started studying this,

that it was going to be [the case]. I’ve been visiting camps – I’ve been in

Bangladesh and Sicily in the last few weeks – and it’s obvious when you’re on the

Ireland’s role in the migration crisis

“With an expanding economy and the rapidly dropping rate of

unemployment, I think that we are well placed to continue to contribute

to the taking of migrants. I think we can do more. Again, it’s a question of

publicly articulating in European fora our sense of obligation to deal with

this crisis – the crisis of our generation. And I think we have [that sense of

obligation]. I think the fact that we haven’t given rise to a racist party

within Ireland is a positive – it’s an expression of Irish commitment. Ireland

has always been good in terms of those who are in great disadvantage

because we’ve had our own experiences of it.”
As part of his work as Special Representative for Migration and Development,

Peter has visited a number of migrant camps throughout the world, including in

Calais (top) in September 2015, and in Athens (above) in May 2016.
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ground that this issue is irreversible. There is no way of creating islands of isolation

from the movement of people, no matter how hard some try, and even if you

didn’t have a humanitarian bone in your body you would recognise that the

practicalities of the world in which we live require us to live with interdependence

in the area of people as well as in the area of goods and services.”

We have a collective and global
responsibility with regard to those who
are escaping persecution – refugees –
to grant them asylum. That, I think, is a
definable obligation. It was created in
1951 as a direct response to the
failures in this area which had taken
place during the Second World War, in
particular the persecution of Jews.

Answers lie in the law
The thorny question of how to alleviate the current crisis, while formulating

policies on migration for the longer term, is currently exercising the most

influential minds in Europe. For Peter, the answers lie in the law – both existing

and long-established statutes, and the need for new legislation and

agreements.

“We have a collective and global responsibility with regard to those who are

escaping persecution – refugees – to grant them asylum. That, I think, is a

definable obligation. It was created in 1951 as a direct response to the failures

in this area which had taken place during the Second World War, in particular

the persecution of Jews. Much of the current debate is around how you

implement that obligation. Do you allow the total responsibility to rest with

those countries closest to the area that is giving rise to the refugees? The

Dublin Regulation, which requires the country people first go to, to be the

place where they apply for asylum, creates an unfair burden, and a lot of the

European debate is around this.”

The other issue, of so-called economic migrants, is far more complex, and

requires a range of measures.

“If people are survival migrants, we have an obligation to create some form of

humanitarian visas, at least providing temporary protection. At the same time

there is an entitlement to enforce a rule of returning illegal migrants to where

they came from. That requires bilateral agreements with the countries of origin

of these people, for example with countries in North Africa where there is

stable government, to enforce the non-movement of irregular migrants, with

the quid pro quo being an increasing number of regular migrants being

authorised and some degree of financial contribution, as is being made for

example with Turkey.”

The recent agreement between Turkey and the EU, whereby migrants arriving

in Greece will be returned to Turkey, epitomises many of the complexities of

the current situation. Peter, like many others, has serious concerns.

“It is not clear whether the legalities of refugee law are complied with in

returning people to Turkey. You can only do so on the basis of a prior

assessment before any return as to whether or not their claims are merited or

not merited in Greece. You can only do so if you have in place legal

mechanisms to ensure that they will be properly treated in Turkey. The devil is

in the detail here, and in the implementation. All of this is intimately connected

with legal entitlements.”

For him, this is the crux of the issue: how we interpret the laws that we have,

and whether we bow to pressure to change them. He is adamant that we

should not.

“The Danish Prime Minister has suggested that we should look again at the

definition of a refugee. I don’t believe that at all because the intention of such

a move would not be to widen the responsibility for and definition of refugees,

it would be to contract it. I think we hold firm to what we have and apply it.

The uproar around the Turkish Agreement proves that this is still a major force

for good.”

Political reaction
There has been vocal resistance in some countries to the idea of accepting

large numbers of migrants. For Peter, this has to be seen in its historical and

political context.

“In the 1990s and the first decade of this millennium, we saw the enlargement

of the European Union and the collapse of the Iron Curtain. That created huge

movement of people in Europe, which created in its train political resistance and,

in some countries, ‘nativist’ policies – a nationalist response to the movement

of people. Then you place on top of this the conflict that has spread across North

Africa, which has led to huge numbers of refugees. They’re not as huge as many

of those expressing populist xenophobic views would express. They are

handleable, but there is a sense of an overwhelming number that creates a

political reaction, some of it extreme and utterly reprehensible in my view.”

How do we deal with this opposition in Europe and in our own communities?

“It is, as we’ve found, very difficult. Ultra-nationalist, and often xenophobic

and racist, parties have an appeal – they’ve always had an appeal. The only

way to contest it is with facts. The reality is that migrants are good for

economic growth. They work in larger numbers, they have lower

unemployment rates and they embrace education. The world of the migrant

has always been a positive to societies where an attempt is made to integrate them.”

INTERVIEW

A glittering career
Peter Sutherland was born in Dublin in 1946 and educated at Gonzaga

College, University College Dublin and the King’s Inns. He practised at The

Bar of Ireland from 1969 to 1981. In 1981 he was appointed to the post

of Attorney General by then Taoiseach Garrett FitzGerald, a post he held

through two governments from 1981 until 1985. In 1985 he was appointed

EU Commissioner, and served as Commissioner responsible for Competition

Policy until 1989, and also as Education Commissioner for one year. He

served as Chairman of Allied Irish Banks until 1993, before becoming the

founding Director General of the World Trade Organisation, a post he held

until 1995. He has served as Chairman of BP, of the London School of

Economics and Political Science, and of Goldman Sachs International, a

post he retired from in 2015 to take up the role of United Nations Special

Representative of the Secretary General for Migration and Development

on a full-time basis.
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On this question of integration, Peter agrees that more needs to be done on all

sides.

“We need integrated public policy responses at national level. Often the policies

in regard to migration are left in the hands of departments of justice or home

affairs, who feel their primary responsibility to be border control. This requires

holistic policy thinking and that’s what the Global Forum is about – trying to

bring together social affairs, social welfare, health, education, everything. If you

don’t do that you’re going to end up in trouble. There is obviously also a high

responsibility on the part of migrants to adhere to and accept the values of the

society into which they come.”

The European project
The migrant crisis is just the latest in a long line of issues – from the financial

crisis to the Greek crisis and now ‘Brexit’ – that are putting considerable pressure

on what might be called the European project. I ask Peter if he thinks European

integration is under threat. He does, and sees the possible exit of Britain from

the EU in particular as “a grave risk … both from my point of view as somebody

who believes in the nobility and political purpose of European integration, and

as an Irishman who believes it is imperative for the future of our country. It’s not

the institutions in my view that are a causative factor here, it is the reaction of

some member states who do not embrace the European Union – the Central and

Eastern European countries and their attitude even to European law in some

cases is highly questionable.”

He says he has no idea how the impending UK referendum will go, but sees it as

crucial, and sees Ireland as having a role.

“The British debate in a sense is a necessarily cathartic moment – in establishing

whether Britain is in or out of Europe. I think Ireland has to be publicly

vociferously in favour of an integrated Europe and the continued integration of

the European Union, even when sometimes we have to say hard things.”

Bringing down the walls
From his work as EU Commissioner, where he was instrumental in setting up the

ERASMUS foreign exchange programme among EU universities, to the setting

up of the World Trade Organisation, and his current role, Peter’s career has been

about breaking down barriers: to trade, to travel, to the movement of people.

Indeed, former US Trade Representative Mickey Kantor called him “the father of

globalisation”. This is clearly an issue of utmost importance to him, and has been

since the beginning of his career, when he worked with the late Garret FitzGerald

to advance European integration.

“We believed in it and Garret subsequently sent me to Brussels to be

Commissioner because of that belief. I’ve always believed in the two principles

of the dignity of man and the equality of man, which are at the core of what

both the UN and the EU stand for. And I think that they both essentially stand

against the type of thinking that mentally or physically draws lines on maps and

creates borders between people. I just don’t agree with that type of thinking,

and that has driven me from the beginning.”

Once again, he speaks of his interest in and dedication to the law as crucial in

advancing this work, even influencing his preferred portfolio as EU Commissioner.

“When I took the role of Commissioner, I read the Treaty of Rome before I went

for an allocation of portfolio, and I discovered to my surprise that the legal

power of the Commissioner for Competition was greater than in any other area

in the European Union. That brought together in my mind Jean Monnet’s ideas

of institutions playing crucial roles in the integration process, with the

Constitutional aspects, which I was familiar with as a former barrister and

Attorney General.”

The project continued after Peter left the EU Commission for first GATT and then

to set up the WTO, which he describes as “a highly legally based attempt to

further a process of integration, which I fundamentally believed in”.

I’ve always believed in the two
principles of the dignity of man and the
equality of man, which are at the core
of what both the UN and the EU stand
for. And I think that they both stand
against the type of thinking that ...
creates borders between people.

The Bar
Perhaps unsurprisingly, he credits this dedication to the law, and the

development of the ability to pursue these projects, to his time as a barrister in

Ireland.

“Whatever limited ability I have to articulate issues in a coherent way are directly

related to my experience as a barrister.”

Although he says that most of his stories about life at the Bar are “unrepeatable”,

the memories are overwhelmingly positive.

“I had a very active career at the Bar. I was involved in the Arms Trial within a

couple of years of joining. I was in some of the bigger trials at a relatively early

age and took silk early and I was always a courtroom lawyer. I couldn’t keep

myself out of court!”

This love of the courtroom extended to Peter’s time as Attorney General, and he

appeared for the State in a number of high-profile cases.

I ask him if, given how much he enjoyed his career there, it was difficult to leave

the Bar, even for such wonderful opportunities as came his way.

“I never thought I was leaving the Bar – I still fancy myself going back and doing

a case!”

Peter remains a Bencher of the Middle Temple in London, and was a member of

the New York Bar Association.

He says he would be afraid to offer advice to new entrants to the legal

professions: “It’s changed so much. I walked into the Law Library one day a

couple of months ago – I happened to be in town for an hour – and it was a

different world.”

INTERVIEW

Home life

Peter has been happily married to Maruja for over 40 years and they live

largely in London. They have three children, a daughter and two sons. Both

sons studied law, and one is now based at the European Commission in

Brussels, while the other works in financial services. His daughter studied

economics and is based in Dublin. When not working to resolve the

migration crisis, he plays “lousy golf”, watches rugby, reads a lot, and

pursues an interest in 17th Century Spanish art.
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Introduction
A recent case before the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR), Barbulescu v

Romania, has set the cat among the pigeons on the perennial hot topic of

employees’ entitlement to privacy in the workplace.

Widespread media reports would give employers to believe that unfettered

monitoring of employee emails and internet use is now acceptable, and that

engaging in personal email or messaging during working hours is legitimate grounds

for dismissal. However, this is simply not the case, and employers must beware. An

employer who monitors indiscriminately and imposes disciplinary sanctions as a

consequence can, in fact, expect to find themselves in legal difficulties due to the

data protection and privacy rights of employees. Furthermore, employees are

increasingly becoming aware of their rights in this regard and resorting to litigation

to protect them. This article will take a practical look at what is permitted, and the

enforcement actions that can be taken to protect rights.

Technological ability of employers to monitor employees
While employers have always been interested in monitoring employees’ activities,

and have used a variety of means to do so, technological change has increased both

the incentives and the means. Many employers can monitor their employees’ current

internet usage or email communications, particularly where the employee is using a

company computer or device. If employees are using a mobile phone provided by

their employer, the employer can then examine text messages, voicemails, and/or

listen to telephone conversations.

Employers can record the key strokes made by their employees at their computer,

the number of calls made by employees in a call centre, and whether or not they

hang up or deal properly with the customers calling. They can also record the

searches conducted by employees on internet search engines. In addition to

monitoring of activities on computers, technology allows employees’ movement to

be monitored by GPS so that the employer can see where the employee is going.

This type of technology is particularly applicable to employees who are not bound

to the workplace but are engaged in delivery, field work or in types of work taking

them to a variety of locations. Technology also allows employers to detect whether

an applicant for a job, if they apply online, uses a browser enabler, which could

indicate a disability.

Employers are facilitated by means of tracking of access panels or other methods

of entering selected places in the workplace by requiring the entry of a password,

the swiping of an identification card, or fingerprint or iris identification, in

establishing employees’ whereabouts in the workplace. In this manner, these access

panels can determine whether an employee is on their break in the canteen, in the

toilet, or in break areas, smoking rooms or other areas throughout the workplace,

which can only be accessed by access panels or signing on cards.

Barbulescu v Romania
This case concerned a Romanian engineer, Barbulescu, who was in charge of sales

in his workplace. In July 2007, he was asked by his employer to set up a Yahoo

Messenger account for the purpose of responding to clients’ enquiries. The employer

gave notice to its employees at the beginning of July that internet use would be

monitored (although this was disputed by Mr Barbulescu). In the period July 5-13,

the employer monitored Mr Barbulescu’s Yahoo communications. This identified that

Mr Barbulescu had been using the internet for personal purposes, contrary to the

company’s rules, which prohibited personal internet use. Mr Barbulescu initially

denied any personal use, but the employer produced a transcript of his

communications and, following a process, dismissed him. Mr Barbulescu sought to

argue that his employer had violated the Criminal Code and the Romanian

Constitution by violating his correspondence, and ultimately brought a complaint

to the ECHR. He argued that emails are protected by Article 8 of the Convention

relating to respect for private life and correspondence.

The ECHR first referred to previous jurisprudence and held that, on the face of it,

telephone calls from business premises are covered by the concepts of ‘private life’

and ‘correspondence’ for the purposes of Article 8, and that emails, and information
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derived from monitoring employee usage, would be similarly protected. The ECHR

also relied on previously established case law that in the absence of notice about

monitoring, employees would have a reasonable expectation as to the privacy of

their calls and emails.

It went on to state, however, that it needed to examine whether a fair balance had

been struck between Mr Barbulescu’s right to respect for his private life and

correspondence, and his employer’s interests. It found that such a balance had been

struck, and that therefore Mr Barbulescu’s claim should fail (although one judge

dissented in strong terms). It relied inter alia on the following factors:

(i) the domestic courts had also found that Mr Barbulescu had used the company’s

computer for personal use during working hours, and that there had therefore

been a disciplinary breach of the employer’s rules;

(ii) the employer had only accessed Mr Barbulescu’s account on the basis that the

information in question was assumed to relate to Mr Barbulescu’s professional

activities, given the clear rule against personal use and Mr Barbulescu’s statement

that he had not made personal use of the account – it had not accessed any

other documents or data on Mr Barbulescu’s computer and its monitoring was

therefore limited in scope and proportionate;

(iii) the domestic courts had not placed any weight on the contents of the specific

messages – they had only considered activity on that account to the extent that

it proved the breach of company rules;

(iv) it was not unreasonable for an employer to want to verify that employees are

completing their professional tasks during working hours; and,

(v) Mr Barbulescu had failed to convincingly explain why he had used the Yahoo

account for personal purposes.

On the face of it, while this case might appear to give employers some confidence

about their ability to engage in wide monitoring of employee emails and internet

use, in fact, th ability of employers is much more limited. In the first place, the ECHR

judgment was heavily dependent on the facts; the ECHR was willing to find that a

blanket ban on personal internet use was sufficient in this case to weigh the

employer’s interests evenly against the claimant’s right to private life and protection

of correspondence. This was so, even though it was in dispute whether the employee

had been properly notified that monitoring would take place. However, as a matter

of law, part of the rationale for permitting the legality of the monitoring was that

the employee had been notified of the monitoring, and that it was limited in scope.

The ECHR also noted that the monitoring had only taken place after Barbulescu

had denied to his employer that he had been using the account for personal use.

Second, the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU), interpreting European

Union (EU) data protection legislation, has taken a much stronger line in relation to

privacy and data protection rights of EU citizens, legislation that is copper fastened

by the approval of the new General Data Protection Regulation, which will come

into force in two years’ time.

Is surveillance in line with EU law on privacy and data protection?
The ascendance of data protection law at EU level has placed informational privacy

in the workplace at centre stage. Data protection legislation at EU and member state

level is some of the most important privacy legislation passed in recent years. Data

protection principles place stringent restrictions on the obtaining, recording and

holding of personal information on individuals, and the principles apply four square

to employers as ‘data processers’. The radical impact of EU data protection law was

revealed to the world at large in a trinity of cases in 2014 and 2015 – Digital Rights

Ireland;2 Google Spain;3 and, Schrems4 – in which the CJEU affirmed the primacy of

privacy and data protection rights, arising from not only Directive 95/46, but

underlying privacy rights of the individual as recognised in human rights instruments.

The impact of these decisions, and the bold restatement of the fundamentals of

privacy have, however, yet to be fully decided in the context of worker and employer

relationships.

Privacy and data protection are protected in the EU in a number of legal instruments,

which are the basis for Irish law in the Data Protection Acts 1998-2003, including

the Data Protection Directive 95/46/EC, passed by the EU legislature under what

is now Article 16 (2) TFEU.5 The substantive data protection provisions are contained

in Article 6 of Directive 95/46/EC, requiring that personal data be:
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1. Obtained and processed fairly and lawfully.

2. Stored for specified and legitimate purposes, and not used in a way incompatible

with those purposes.

3. Adequate, relevant and not excessive in relation to the purposes for which they

are stored.

4. Accurate and, where necessary, kept up to date.

5. Preserved in a form that permits identification of the data subjects for no longer

than is required for the purpose for which that data is stored.

Data protection within the EU has now been consolidated into a single applicable

law, the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), which also significantly

expands the duties and obligations on data processors, which includes employers.

While formally adopted on April 14, 2016, by the EU Parliament, it will not come

into force for two years from its publication in the Official Journal of the European

Union. Privacy and personal data are also protected in the Charter of Fundamental

Rights of the European Union, Article 7, Respect for private and family life, and

Article 8, Protection of personal data, as well as the Treaty on the Functioning of

the European Union, Article 16 (1). It is no surprise, therefore, that there should be

recent case law placing strong emphasis on privacy rights from the CJEU.

Digital Rights Ireland v Minister for Communications
In the first of the series of privacy cases, the CJEU placed a strong emphasis on the

right to privacy. In Digital Rights Ireland v Minister for Communications,6 the

European Court of Justice found that the Data Retention Directive was incompatible

with the Charter of Fundamental Rights, in particular both Article 7 and Article 8.7

This Directive provided that member states were required to store all citizens’

telecommunications data for a minimum of six months and up to 24 months. The

Court was concerned with the particularly sensitive nature of the data being retained.

The Court was also concerned at the sheer scope of the surveillance, noting that

data was being retained of people who were not criminals and people who had

obligations of professional secrecy.

Google Spain v Gonzalez
In Google Spain and Google Inc v González,8 the CJEU found that an individual had

a right pursuant to the Data Protection Directive and general principles of privacy

law that are part of the EU, to have data taken down and kept down from the

internet by Google. The CJEU confirmed that the right to privacy and the right to

the protection of personal data are fundamental rights of the EU. In particular, the

Court ruled that Directive 95/46 seeks to ensure a high level of protection of

fundamental rights, including the right to privacy, and underlined the importance

of the Charter in interpreting the Directive. It ruled that the onus is on the data

processor to comply with the principles of data processing, in particular that personal

data are processed fairly and lawfully, that they are collected for specified, explicit

and legitimate purposes and not further processed in a way incompatible with those

purposes, and that they are accurate.9 Although the case concerned the activities

of internet search engines, in a passage that must apply with equal force to

employers, the Court held that the economic interest of the search engine operator

did not outweigh the rights of the individual, having regard to the potential

seriousness of any breach.

Maximillian Schrems v Data Protection Commissioner10

In its judgment of October 6, 2015, Maximillian Schrems v Data Protection

Commissioner,11 the CJEU invalidated the so-called ‘Safe Harbour Decision’. This

judgment had a seismic impact on how EU undertakings, including employers, have

to handle personal data flows to the US. The dispute had its source in Directive

95/46/EC (the ‘Data Protection Directive’), which states that personal data may

only be transferred to countries outside the EU where the country provides an

adequate level of protection for personal data. The European Commission had

deemed the US a Safe Harbour Decision, validating data transfers to companies

located in the US. In the aftermath of the revelations made by Edward Snowden

about the surveillance practices of the US, Mr Schrems complained that the US did

not offer adequate protection of personal data against state surveillance and

therefore that transfers of data by Facebook to the US were in breach of EU law.

The CJEU therefore declared the Safe Harbour Decision invalid. The case is notable

for its extremely strong statements emphasising the rights of citizens to privacy and

data protection, and the fact that these rights are supported by fundamental legal

principles in the EU legal order.

Summary
These judgments of the CJEU must be taken into account by employers in Ireland

in monitoring and surveilling their employees, and in processing their data, as

workers are likely to challenge employers who breach their rights.

In the Digital Rights, Google Spain and Schrems cases, the CJEU has taken a much

stronger line on privacy and data protection than the ECHR in Barbulescu. The use

of personal data in Irish law is governed by the Data Protection Act 1988 as amended

by the Data Protection Act 2003, which was enacted in order to fulfil Ireland’s

obligations under Directive 95/46/EC. Irish law must therefore be interpreted in

line with EU law. Irish employers are data processers and controllers, and therefore

come within the scope of the Data Protection Acts, and must deal with data and

information on their workers in a manner that conforms with the privacy rights of

employees and the data protection principles in national and EU law. These

principles, as the CJEU has held, are fundamentally about the protection of the

privacy of the individual and what is done with information that is collected and

stored about them. This leads to the conclusion that Barbulescu may not be strict

enough, and that more would be demanded of employers by EU law, in terms of

safeguards and notifications to employees before monitoring took place. It is likely,

therefore, that employees who are monitored while at work or acting in the course

of their employment, or have their data protection rights breached, will resort to

legal action to protect those rights.

What are the possible avenues for action?

Challenging monitoring and surveillance

(a) Complaints and enforcement notices under the Data Protection Acts

The first method of challenging monitoring and surveillance is to make a complaint

to the Data Protection Commissioner under Section 10 of the Data Protection Act

1988. The Commissioner will first try to arrange an amicable resolution between the

parties so that a hearing and determination is not needed, but should this not be

possible, the Commissioner may then launch a full investigation, and ultimately issue

an enforcement notice. Failure to comply with this notice is an offence.12

Dublin Bus v The Data Protection Commissioner13 was an appeal on point of law

from an order of the Circuit Court in which the High Court upheld an enforcement

notice issued by the Commissioner. A plaintiff in a personal injuries case sought a

copy of CCTV footage of her accident, which had been shown by the appellant to

her solicitors; it was accepted that this was sought for the purposes of aiding her
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litigation. The appellant refused on the basis that the purpose of her request under

the Data Protection Acts was only for the purposes of litigation. The High Court

noted that Irish law allowed no discretion as to disclosure and that the data subject

was entitled to the data as of right.

(b) Prosecutions under the Data Protection Acts

There can also be prosecution under the Data Protection Acts, as it is an offence

under sections 21 and 22 of the Data Protection Act to disclose data without

consent. Section 29 provides for the prosecution of company directors where an

offence by a company is proved to have been committed with the consent or

connivance of, or to be attributable to any neglect on the part of, the company

directors or other officers. In November 2014, two successful prosecutions of the

directors of private investigator firm M.C.K. Rentals Limited took place.14 The

investigators had obtained access to personal data on behalf of their clients, various

credit unions, which had been kept by the Department of Social Protection and by

the Health Service Executive. M.C.K. Rentals Limited t/a M.C.K Investigations

pleaded guilty and the two directors of M.C.K. Investigations were separately

charged with 23 counts of breaches of Section 29 of the Data Protection Acts for

their part in the offences committed by the company.

These prosecutions are highly significant, as they show clearly that not only will

companies be liable for breaches of the Data Protection Acts, but also that company

directors will be personally liable under criminal law and can be convicted for

breaches. The ramifications of these prosecutions for the use by employers of firms

of private investigators are clear, and great care will have to be taken by employers

not to run the risk themselves of breaching the Data Protection Acts, exposing

themselves to actions for breach, or a charge that they have not engaged in fair

procedures in a disciplinary or dismissal action.

(c) Legitimacy of surveillance as a challenge to a fair dismissal

The statutory tribunals set up to adjudicate on employment rights have considered

from time to time whether the legitimacy of surveilling or monitoring of employees

can make a dismissal unfair. In O’Connor v Galen Ltd,15 for example, the claimant

had been dismissed by the respondent on the alleged grounds that he had submitted

false or misleading expense claims for travel allowance and toll charges. A tracking

device was placed by the respondent on the claimant’s company car, and in

conjunction with the observations of a risk management company hired by the

respondent to observe the claimant, it appeared that the claimant had remained in

the vicinity of his home on occasions when he had claimed to have travelled on

behalf of his employers.

The Employment Appeals Tribunal (EAT) was critical of the surveillance methods

employed by the respondent and found that the procedures used by the respondent

rendered the dismissal of the claimant unfair under the Unfair Dismissal Acts 1977

to 2007.16 The Workplace Relations Commission, into which the EAT has been

consolidated, will now consider these types of claims.



(d) Surveillance as breach of contract

It is also arguable that a breach of privacy is also a breach of implied terms of good

faith inherent in a contract of employment. It seems logical then that the

over-intrusive surveillance of an employee could so damage the employment

relationship as to breach the employment contract, a point explored in Sweeney v.

Ballinteer Community School [2011] I.E.H.C. 131, a bullying and harassment case

in which part of the personal injury was attributed to the placing of a teacher under

the surveillance of a private investigator. With the advent of social networking,

surveillance is by no means limited to the physical following and photographing of

a subject. Employers will need to take care, therefore, to avoid claims for personal

injuries that might be exacerbated by intrusive monitoring.

Section 7 of the Data Protection Act 1988 expressly provides for situations where

breach of data protection rights amounts to a legal tort, confirming that a duty of

care can exist between a data controller or processor and a data subject.

The parameters of Section 7 of the Data Protection Act were considered by Feeney

J. in Collins v FBD Insurance Plc.17 The plaintiff was awarded ¤15,000 in damages in

the Circuit Court; the defendant then appealed to the High Court on the basis that

there had been a breach of the plaintiff’s data protection rights, but that no damage

had flowed from that breach. The Court held that the function of Section 7 was to

provide a duty of care to the extent that the same could not already be found in

the common law and that damages were not available for mere distress; instead, a

claimant must show that he has suffered damages within the traditional definitions.

This decision may no longer be correct, following the CJEU cases set out above and

in light of analysis of the UK case Google Inc v Vidal Hall,18 in which the Court of

Appeal accepted that a breach of data protection rights could give rise to an action

in tort. What is notable about this case is that it interpreted section 13(2) of the

DPA, the UK implementing legislation, more expansively than the Irish courts, relying

expressly on article 23 of the Data Protection Directive and holding that article 23

was not confined to pecuniary loss and included non-pecuniary loss such as distress,

and therefore that UK implementing legislation could not be so confined. The ruling

of the Court of Appeal on this point is currently on appeal to the UK Supreme Court.

Conclusions
Given the high level of protection, the question is whether and in what circumstances

surveillance of employees can take place in the workplace. In light of the case law

set out above, the main factors in evaluating privacy are as follows:

� employers must acknowledge that employees have a reasonable expectation of

privacy;

� privacy can only be curtailed by bespoke policy with specific rules on email,

instant messaging, social networks, internet surfing, etc., and a comprehensive

policy on employee monitoring that explains what is monitored and how;

� employees must be made aware of the employer’s policies, both in terms of the

rules that apply during working hours, and outside working hours, and in terms

of any restrictions on the use of company equipment;

� employees should preferably give their explicit consent to these policies;

� the enforcement of an employer’s internet policies must be governed by the

principles of necessity and proportionality, and must be specific and targeted –

continuous monitoring of internet use or emails will not be permissible; and,

� monitoring will have to be for a specific, defined purpose and comply with data

protection laws.

In summary, an employer who engages in unbounded monitoring and surveilling of

their employees is increasingly likely to be challenged legally by their employees.

Employers will have to consider what the object of the monitoring is, and adopt

policies and procedures to notify employees. Imposing disciplinary sanctions or

dismissing employees on foot of information obtained as a result of unlawful

monitoring may increasingly be subject to challenge.
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Bankers’ books and
hearsay evidence

A recent Supreme
Court decision has
brought clarity to the
interpretation of the
Bankers Books
Evidence Acts.

Introduction
The proliferation of litigation between banks and their customers has

resulted in a similar rise of technical defences being advanced by

defendants in claims brought by way of summary summons. The purpose

of this article is to explore one of these technical defences –

non-compliance with the Bankers’ Books Evidence Acts 1879-1989.

With the introduction of Section 1 (1) of the Civil Evidence Act 1995 in

England and Wales and Section 3 of the Civil Evidence (Northern Ireland)

Order 1997, the common law exclusion against hearsay evidence was

dispensed with in the context of civil litigation in those jurisdictions. No

such statutory provisions exist in this jurisdiction. 

As a result, the Superior Courts have attempted to grapple with the rule

against hearsay and the exceptions under the Bankers’ Books Evidence Act

in the context of the summary summons procedure, which has led to

divergent jurisprudence. 

The recent Supreme Court decision in Ulster Bank Ireland Limited v O’Brien

& Ors1 has brought some clarity to the issue.

The purpose of this article is to explore
one of these technical defences –
non-compliance with the Bankers’
Books Evidence Acts 1879-1989.

Bankers’ Books Evidence Acts, 1879-19892

To end the onerous requirement to bring to court the original bankers’ books

under subpoena duces tecum, the 1879 Act permitted into evidence a copy of

an entry in a banker’s book. Section 3 provides:

“Subject to the provisions of this Act, a copy of any entry in a banker’s book

shall in all legal proceedings be received as prima facie evidence of such entry,

and of the matters, transactions, and accounts therein recorded”.

Admissibility, however, is subject to sections 4 and 5. Section 4 provides:

“A copy of an entry in a banker’s book shall not be received in evidence under

this Act unless it be first proved that the book was at the time of the making

of the entry one of the ordinary books of the bank, and that the entry was

made in the usual and ordinary course of business, and that the book is in the

custody or control of the bank.

“Such proof may be given by a partner or officer of the bank, and may be

given orally or by an affidavit sworn before any commissioner or person

authorised to take affidavits”.

Sarah Cooney BL
Tomás Keys BL
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And section 5 states that:

“A copy of an entry in a banker’s book shall not be received in evidence under

this Act unless it be further proved that the copy has been examined with

the original entry and is correct.

“Such proof shall be given by some person who has examined the copy with

the original entry, and may be given either orally or by an affidavit sworn

before any commissioner or person authorised to take affidavits”.

Since 2010, two apparent lines of authority have developed in relation to the

question of whether strict adherence to the provisions of the Bankers’ Books

Evidence Acts was a necessary prerequisite for a bank trying to prove its claim.

Strict adherence not necessary
The issue of whether a plaintiff’s claim could be defeated as a result of

non-adherence to the provisions of the Bankers’ Books Evidence Act was

addressed by Clarke J. in his judgment in Moorview Developments Limited &

Ors v First Active Plc.3 The purpose of the 1879 Act, according to Clarke J. in

Moorview, was not to facilitate banks in proving matters. Instead it was:

“to enable evidence to be given of the contents of other parties’ bank accounts

without the necessity for the attendance of a representative of the bank concerned

and the production of the relevant books…”4

Clarke J. held that where, as in the case before him, a representative from the bank

gave evidence that the records which he produced were the records taken from First

Active’s electronic books, and were a faithful record, then it was not necessary to

conform with the provisions of the Bankers’ Books Evidence Acts. Clarke J. opined:

“that legislation is irrelevant to a case where the contents of the bank’s books are

proved in the ordinary way by a witness who can give direct evidence of having

analysed the books”.5

He further held that:

“Business records of that type are prima facie evidence of a course of dealing

between parties, although, of course, any party is free to challenge the accuracy of

any such records. However, the idea that a bank wishing to prove its case in debt

against a customer has to produce a separate bank official who was personally

involved in each individual transaction, which gives rise to the customer’s current

debt is, in my view, fanciful. A witness from a bank is entitled to give evidence of

the bank’s records showing the amount due by a customer of that bank. That

evidence and those records provide prima facie evidence of the liability”.6

Finlay Geoghegan J. adopted the approach of Clarke J. in her judgment in Bank of

Scotland v. Fergus.7 At page five she stated:

“In this case Mr Moroney, as a former official of the Bank, is entitled to give evidence

of the Bank’s records in relation to the indebtedness of the Company to the Bank.

Those records include the electronic records of the Bank. That evidence is admissible

evidence and is prima facie evidence of the liability of the Company to the Bank. As

pointed out by Clarke J. [in Moorview], if a specific element of the records is

challenged, the Court would have to decide on the factual dispute and the weight

to be attached to the evidence of the relevant bank official would depend upon his

personal knowledge of the matter in dispute”.

Since 2010, two apparent lines of
authority have developed in relation to the
question of whether strict adherence to the
provisions of the Bankers’ Books Evidence
Acts was necessary.

The views expressed by Clarke J. in Moorview and by Finlay Geoghegan J. in Fergus,

were adopted and applied by Ryan J. in his judgment in the High Court of Bank of

Ireland v Keehan,8 where he found that those cases were authority for the

proposition:

“that a witness could give evidence by reference to the books and records of the

company in order to demonstrate prima facie liability, subject to any rebutting

evidence”.9

On the facts, the evidence was ruled admissible. Ryan J. disagreed with the

defendant’s submissions, and held that:

“The test is whether there is sufficient information to enable the defendant to know

whether he should discharge the debt. The defendant has not asserted any

confusion or uncertainty about his liability”.10

A stricter approach
In Bank of Scotland Plc v Stapleton,11 Peart J. found that Moorview was wholly

distinguishable on the facts before it. It was argued by the defendant that the

affidavit evidence adduced on behalf of the plaintiff was inadmissible hearsay as

the affidavit was sworn by an employee of Certus, and not by an employee of the

bank. Bank of Scotland, no longer having a presence in the jurisdiction, outsourced

the management of its loan portfolio to Certus. Peart J. commented that the

decision in Moorview was:

“certainly not an authority for the proposition that somebody other than an officer

or employee of the plaintiff bank may come to court with a copy of the bank’s

records and prove the bank’s entitlement to the amount claimed, simply because

he/she has a written authority from the bank concerned to give evidence on its

behalf”.12

Peart J. ruled that the evidence sought to be relied upon by the plaintiff was

inadmissible hearsay, and that while the legislation allowed copy documents to be

admitted as evidence, nothing in the legislation, however, relieved the bank from

the strictures of the rule against hearsay:

“Where a bank needs to prove by sworn testimony the amount it is due by a

defendant customer, that evidence must be provided by an officer or partner of the

bank – in other words an employee of the bank itself, and not some person

employed by some other company to whom the task of collecting the debt has been
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outsourced for whatever reason”.13

In Ulster Bank Ireland Limited v Dermody,14 one of the issues before O’Malley J.

was whether an employee of Ulster Bank Limited, a related but separate legal entity

to the plaintiff, could swear the affidavit proving the debt on its behalf. In her

judgment, O’Malley J. observed that the decisions in Moorview, Fergus and Keehan

were based on:

“the view that business records of this nature are admissible as prima facie evidence

of the truth of their contents, without reference to statute. Unfortunately, I find

myself unable to reconcile this with the decision of the Supreme Court in Hunt and

I have not been referred to any other authority, which includes such records as

exceptions to the rule at common law”.15

O’Malley J. held that she was bound to follow the Supreme Court in Criminal Assets

Bureau v Hunt,16 and in so doing found that the evidence of the employee of Ulster

Bank Limited was “not admissible to prove the truth of the contents of the records.

This was so unless it came within the provisions of the Acts”.

She also held that the deponent was not an ‘officer’ of the plaintiff bank within the

meaning of the Act. O’Malley J. could see:

“no legal or factual difference between the service that Ulster Bank Limited provides

to Ulster Bank Ireland Limited in debt collection cases and that provided by Certus

to Bank of Scotland, as considered by Peart J. in Stapleton”.17

The judgment that O’Malley J. found herself bound by was the judgment of the

Supreme Court in Criminal Assets Bureau v Hunt,18 where Keane C.J. stated:

“It is clear that in accordance with the rules of evidence normally applicable in civil

proceedings, the documents in question could be proved only by their authors giving

sworn evidence and being subject to cross-examination, unless advantage was taken

of the provisions of the Bankers’ Books Evidence Acts, 1879-1959. The documents

in question, accordingly, should not have been admitted into evidence in the High

Court, unless, as the Bureau contend, they were admissible under the provisions to

which I have referred”.19

In the case of ACC Bank Plc v Byrne & O’Toole,20 the plaintiff sought summary

judgment against the first defendant on foot of a personal guarantee entered into

by him. The defendant argued that the plaintiff had not complied with the Bankers’

Books Evidence Acts and therefore the evidence adduced by the plaintiff was

inadmissible as a matter of law. In examining the provisions of the 1879 Act and its

amendments, Cregan J. was of the view that in modern application to court, banks

are required to comply with sections 4 and 5 of the Act 1879, and if not so proved,

the evidence would be inadmissible.

Within the past year, both the Court of
Appeal and the Supreme Court have
considered the divergent lines of
authority that had developed in the
High Court jurisprudence. 

On the affidavit evidence before him, Cregan J. came to the view that because

the deponent, who was an employee of the bank, did not aver at the time of the

making of the entry that the banker’s book was one of the ordinary books of the

bank, that the entry was made in the usual and ordinary course of business, and

that the banker’s books were in the custody or control of the bank, he found that

the Act, i.e., sections 4 and 5, had not been complied with. The court ultimately

adjourned the matter to allow for an affidavit to be sworn by an employee of the

bank to show compliance with the Bankers’ Books Evidence Acts.

Approach adopted by the Court of Appeal and Supreme Court
Within the past year, both the Court of Appeal and the Supreme Court have

considered the divergent lines of authority that had developed in the High Court

jurisprudence. In Ulster Bank Ireland Limited v Egan,21 the question before the

Court of Appeal was whether the deponent who swore the affidavit on behalf of

the bank was entitled to do so. The defendant argued that the requirements of

the Act of 1879 had not been complied with and submitted that the facts were

very similar to the facts in Dermody.

Mahon J. distinguished Dermody, Hunt and Stapleton. Mahon J. instead relied

on Order 37 rule 1, which provides:

“Every summary summons indorsed with a claim (other than an account) under

Order 2 to which an appearance has been entered shall be set down before the

Master by the plaintiff, on motion for liberty to enter final judgment for the

amount claimed, together with interest (if any)…such motion shall be…

supported by an affidavit sworn by the plaintiff or by any other person who

can swear positively to the facts showing that the plaintiff is entitled to the

relief claimed and stating that in the belief of the deponent there is no defence

to the action…”22 [Emphasis added]

On the facts, Mahon J. was satisfied that the plaintiff had complied with Order

37 rule 1 and that the defendants had unequivocally acknowledged their

indebtedness to the plaintiff.23

The Supreme Court considered the applicability of the Bankers’ Books Evidence

Act in the context of summary proceedings in the case of Ulster Bank Ireland

Limited v O’Brien & Ors.24

In that case, the plaintiff sought judgment against the defendants on foot of a

summary summons to which the defendants filed appearances. In accordance

with the provisions of Order 37 rule 1 of the Rules of the Superior Courts, a motion

was issued by the plaintiff for liberty to enter final judgment and was made

returnable before the Master of the High Court. The grounding affidavit was

sworn by Mary Murray, described therein as a Senior Relationship Manager with

the Global Restructuring Group of Ulster Bank. Upon hearing the motion, the

Master agreed with an argument on behalf of the first and second defendants

that the affidavit evidence adduced by Ms Murray on behalf of the bank

amounted to inadmissible hearsay evidence, having not complied with ss. 4 and

5 of the 1879 Act, as amended, and he dismissed the motion.

On appeal, Hedigan J. overturned the decision of the Master and granted the

plaintiff judgment in the sum sought. This, in turn, was appealed by the

defendants to the Supreme Court.

In a unanimous decision, Mac Menamin, Laffoy and Charleton J.J. each delivered

written judgments. In the context of the summary summons procedure, Laffoy J.

first considered whether the averments contained in the affidavit of Ms Murray
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complied with Order 37 rule 1 of the Rules of the Superior Courts, i.e., whether

she could swear positively to the facts grounding the plaintiff’s claim. The

uncontested affidavit of Ms Murray contained the averments that she had

responsibility for the daily management of the defendants’ loan facilities, that she

made the affidavit with the bank’s authority and consent, and from facts within

her own knowledge, from a perusal of the bank’s books and records. In Laffoy J.’s

view, these averments were sufficient to comply with the requirements of Order

37 rule 1, i.e., that a prima facie case had been established against the defendants

in respect of the amount due and owing to the bank. Laffoy J. held that:

“The Bank did not have to rely, and was not relying, on an entry in a banker’s

book being admitted in evidence to establish the O’Briens’ indebtedness to it in

the sum claimed in accordance with the Act of 1879, as amended, so that the

necessity to comply with the provisions of ss.4 and 5 of the Act of 1879 as

amended did not arise. Accordingly, the submission made on behalf of the

O’Briens that there was no admissible evidence before the High Court proving

the indebtedness of the O’Briens to the Bank is rejected”.25

Laffoy J. found that the crucial aspect of the dicta of Keane C.J. in Huntwas that

the evidence may have been admissible if the statements had been properly

proved and not otherwise. She found that Hunt therefore had no relevance to

the within case, Laffoy J. opining that:

“the bank did not have to take advantage of the Act of 1879 as amended to

establish its entitlement to judgment in the sum claimed, because the bank put

evidence before the High Court, which was not contradicted”.26

In distinguishing the cases of Dermody and Stapleton, but expressing no particular

view as to their correctness, Laffoy J. commented that they:

“are both premised on the assumption that compliance with s.4 of the Act

of 1879 was a prerequisite to establishing prima facie proof of the relevant

plaintiff’s claim, which had not been complied with because the deponent

in each case was neither a partner nor an officer of the plaintiff”.27

The Court ultimately agreed with the approach taken by Ryan J. in Keehan.

The approach adopted by the Supreme Court in O’Brien was most recently

followed by Baker J. in ACCLM v Dolan & Ors,28 in a case that concerned an

application for summary judgment on foot of five guarantees. The defendant

argued that the proofs advanced by the bank were hearsay and did not come

within the exceptions set out by the Act of 1879. The plaintiff relied on the

Supreme Court decision in O’Brien, submitting that the bank was not necessitated

to comply with the Act of 1879, as amended. Baker J. found that the plaintiff

had established a prima facie case, which entitled it to summary judgment.

Conclusion
While it is clear from the O’Brien decision that the strict criteria of the

Bankers’ Books Acts are no longer a necessary proof for claims brought on

foot of a summary summons, the provisions of the Act may still come into

play if the proceedings are adjourned to plenary hearing and/or there is a

serious challenge to the contents of the bank records. In that regard, if a

defendant seeks to contest any part of the evidence proffered by a bank, it

can do so, and the court will accordingly attach the appropriate weight to

such evidence. 

Practitioners should be minded to ensure, where possible, that the deponent 

of an affidavit grounding a motion for liberty to enter final judgment is an

employee or authorised official within the plaintiff’s bank, who can swear

positively to the facts showing that the plaintiff is entitled to the relief

sought.
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OBITUARY

Ross O’Driscoll (or O Drisceoil as he liked his name to appear in the Law Library

diary) will be remembered as someone who enjoyed, if not a long, then

certainly a full and varied life. He was born the youngest of six children to

Bartholomew (Bat) and Maureen O’Driscoll in Galway City in February 1959.

His childhood was uneventful and appears to have been boisterously happy.

He was endowed with a lively and active brain, yet chose to live a simple,

dignified life in East Clare, combining practice as a barrister on the South

Western Circuit with horse and sheep rearing on a farm outside Tuamgraney

near Scarriff. He was a deeply religious man and had a life-long association

with the Benedictine monks at Glenstal Abbey.

Ross could converse freely and knowledgeably on subjects as diverse as

the Rule in Shelley’s Case, the duties and responsibilities of the Camerlengo

on the death of a Pope, the Georgics of Virgil, the Rule of St Benedict, the

pathophysiology of diabetes, and the eradication of fluke and worms in

sheep and cattle.

There were a number of reasons why this was so. First, when the time came

in the 1970s for Ross to leave secondary school and enter university he

chose to read Classics. This was a wise decision, which enriched his psyche

and served him well in his later pursuits. Second, having mastered Greek

and Latin, he decided to follow in his father’s and elder sister’s footsteps

and study medicine. He graduated with honours and fortuitously ended up

working as a GP in neighbouring Co. Clare, thereafter adopting that county

as his home. He also travelled regularly as the volunteer physician on the

annual Killaloe diocesan pilgrimage to Lourdes, catering to the needs of

the sick and infirm of the diocese.

In the 70s – long before ephemeral diversions such as reality TV, boy bands,

and the Kardashians – Ross was well known among his fellow UCG students

for his keen skills as an orator, demonstrated regularly at college debates.

He was often spotted cycling through the campus sporting a black gown

billowing behind him like a parachute. Indeed, a perpetual trophy for

debating has been presented to the college, in his honour, by his former

classmates.

Perhaps it was his depth of knowledge of the classics and his background

in public speaking that drew Ross ultimately to a career in law. He enrolled

at the King’s Inns and was called to the Bar in 1996, following in the

footsteps of his famous cousin, the late James (Jim) O’Driscoll SC.

Above all else, Ross the orator was attracted to the concept of a system of

justice dispensed by impartial decision-makers, be they judges or juries,

persuaded by evidence and argument. He is remembered for his rigorous

representations on behalf of clients in the courts of the South Western

Circuit over the ensuing years. His research for cases (big and small) was

prodigious. Every practitioner on circuit and beyond knew that when you

drew Ross as your adversary you had a battle on your hands. Indeed, on

one occasion, due to his career change, he had the distinction of appearing

in court in two different roles on the same day and before the same judge:

one as counsel and the other as expert witness.

Ross never seemed to stand still, and his devotion to all modes of transport

– horse (to Mass on Sundays), train (to the Law Library and Dublin) and

car (to trains and courts on circuit) – was notable. To take a lift in a car

from Ross was an unforgettable experience. The saga always began with

the rigmarole of gaining access to the vehicle. This was usually, though not

universally, achieved through the driver’s door and only after he had

removed to the rear seat: a bale of hay; a Law Library ‘overdue’ volume of

some textbook or other; a horse’s bridle; James L Carey’s Vox Romana;

copious outdated copies of The Clare Champion; and, when in season, a

few punnets of strawberries. When driver and passenger were ‘securely’

incarcerated inside the vehicle, it invariably launched at the speed of light.

Passengers felt compelled to bring his attention animatedly, if fruitlessly,

to each ‘stop’ and ‘yield’ sign. Clearly, there was no mention of road signs

on the Via Appia or the road to Damascus. No duck, goose, turkey or hen

would attempt to cross the Scarriff/Templemore road between 7.00am and

10.00am any morning during term.

Ross had a great love of horses and was a keen horseman, although over

the years his equestrian pursuits cost him broken bones in most of his body.

He rode regularly with the Galway blazers and was an attendee at the

Ballinasloe Horse Fair every October.

Ross possessed all four cardinal virtues: practical wisdom (prudence);

temperance; courage; and, justice. But I believe he will also be remembered

as a man of sincere compassion, kindness, humility, gentleness and

patience. He was regarded by his colleagues, friends, neighbours and many

clients with great respect and is sadly missed by all who knew him. He

disliked flattery and his favourite epithet was not ‘classical scholar’ ‘doctor’

or, indeed, ‘barrister’, but ‘herdsman’. Although modest, I once saw a wry

smile cross his face when told that someone had remarked (as they had)

that he was ‘the best horseman in Clare and beyond’.

Ross was very fond and proud of his siblings and extended family. We

extend our condolences to them.

Ross O’Driscoll was a great gift from God to all who knew him. He will be

sadly missed.

Ar dheis Dé go raibh a anam.

PQ

Ross O’Driscoll (O Drisceoil) 1959-2015
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Oliver Wendell Holmes famously stated that: “The life of the law has not been

logic but experience”. That perceptive assessment is not one that is shared by

many institutions in our modern culture. There is a tendency to neglect the

lessons to be learnt from the past. The wisdom of the ages is often seen as an

unnecessary restriction in a society that is utterly suffused with the cult of

modernity.

Recently there have been calls for the introduction of televised trials as a way

of increasing transparency and public understanding of our criminal justice

system. Trials have been televised in the past. In my view, the experience has

not been a happy one.

Trial of the century
In 1935, the trial of Bruno Hauptmann, accused of kidnapping and killing the

two-year-old son of Charles Lindbergh, the world-renowned aviator, was

filmed. That trial has been the subject of much comment over the years. Many

people believe that it resulted in a miscarriage of justice. The contemporary

media record from 1935 is extraordinary (as can be seen on YouTube). The

newsreel films reflect an extraordinary and intense media interest in the trial.

At one point in the film footage, a journalist looks into the camera and speaks

in gushing terms about the excitement of the trial, the fact that it was “the

trial of the century” and that it was a trial that had “everything” that might

be of interest to the general public and to the media.

The footage is remarkable, not only for its clarity but for its content. There are

interviews with the prosecutor. The jury members are filmed and named. There

is an interview given by a panel of handwriting experts who affirm on camera,

prior to the conviction, that they have no doubt whatsoever that the

handwriting connected to a ransom note was that of the accused.

There is film footage taken inside the courtroom, including one clip of a

hectoring, bullying cross-examination of the accused by the prosecutor.

The power of the narrative
Eighty years after the event, a modern observer of this trial cannot but be

struck by the impact that this media attention must have had on the jury in

the case. The power of the media narrative in the Hauptmann case leaves one

in little doubt that it must have played a part in its outcome.

More importantly, the danger revealed by cases like Hauptmann or the OJ

Simpson case is the temptation for the media to move from being an observer

and a narrator to becoming a participant, and sometimes a partisan participant,

in the process of public discourse. Many lawyers view the presence of television

cameras in court as likely to change the behaviour of the people participating

in the trial: lawyers, witnesses and judges.

Unwelcome
Television is not a welcome presence in court because of its potentially

distorting influence. In my view, the filming of court proceedings and the

broadcasting of that film during the trial in Hauptmann’s case, and also in the

more recent trials of Oscar Pistorius and OJ Simpson, created the real risk of

converting the orderly process of the criminal trial into a spectacle.

The criminal trial process represents the greatest bulwark against that atavistic

human instinct common to us all: to rush to judgment. We need to guard this

trial process with the greatest of care.

The evidence, from 1935 to date, suggests that contemporary filming of trials

is undesirable. The maintenance of the calm and dispassionate administration

of justice in criminal trials remains all important. The criminal justice system,

with all of its checks, balances, burdens of proof and other strictures, including

the exclusion of television from courts, is there to protect us from ourselves.

Trials and
television

Televised trials risk becoming
spectacles, and verdicts may
be affected.

Shane Murphy SC






